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We provide a systematic treatment of the tenfold way of classifying fermionic systems that naturally allows
for the study of those with arbitrary N-body interactions. We identify four types of symmetries that such
systems can possess, which consist of one ordinary type (usual unitary symmetries), and three non-ordinary
symmetries (such as time reversal, charge conjugation and sublattice). Focusing on systems that possess no
non-trivial ordinary symmetries, we demonstrate that the non-ordinary symmetries are strongly constrained.
This approach not only leads very naturally to the tenfold classes, but also obtains the canonical representations
of these symmetries in each of the ten classes. We also provide a group cohomological perspective of our results
in terms of projective representations. We then use the canonical representations of the symmetries to obtain the
structure of Hamiltonians with arbitrary N-body interactions in each of the ten classes. We show that the space
of N-body Hamiltonians has an affine subspace (of a vector space) structure in classes which have either or both
charge conjugation and sublattice symmetries. Our results can help address open questions on the topological
classification of interacting fermionic systems.
PACS numbers: 71.10.-w, 71.27.+a, 71.10.Fd
A. Introduction
Until very recently, our understanding of fermionic many
body systems, for most part, could be traced to a handful of
ground states and their excitations, e. g., the Fermi sea, the
band insulator, the filled Landau level, and the BCS supercon-
ducting state. This picture has been drastically overhauled in
the last decade initiated by the discovery of the two dimen-
sional spin Hall insulators [1–5], and bolstered by its experi-
mental realization [6]. It soon became clear [7–10] that sys-
tems with time reversal symmetry have new types of ground
states – the topological insulator – in three dimensions as well
(see [11–15] for a review). These developments naturally mo-
tivated the question of the classification of gapped states of
fermionic many body systems which has now firmly estab-
lished itself as a key research direction of condensed matter
physics.
For systems of noninteracting fermions, a comprehen-
sive classification has been achieved (see [16–18] for an
overview), and indeed marks a milestone in condensed matter
research. Central to this success is the symmetry classification
of fermionic systems based on a set of “intrinsic” symmetries
– the tenfold way of Altland and Zirnbauer[19] (see [20, 21]
for a more formal treatment) – which places any fermionic
system into one of ten symmetry classes. From the point of
view of fermionic physics, this work represents the culmina-
tion of a program of classification initiated by Dyson [22] via
the threefold way. In each symmetry class, a gapped fermionic
system may possess ground states which are topologically dis-
tinct. Early work in this direction [23, 24] was developed into
a complete picture [25], culminating in the “periodic table” of
Kitaev[26]. The key result is that in any spatial dimension,
there are only five symmetry classes that support nontrivial
topological phases of noninteracting fermionic systems. The
presence or absence of a topological phase is characterized by
∗ shenoy@physics.iisc.ernet.in
a nontrivial abelian group such as Z,Z2 or 2Z. Even more re-
markably, the pattern of nontrivial groups has a periodicity (in
spatial dimensions) of 2 for the so called complex classes, and
8 in the real classes with a very specific relationship between
nontrivial classes in a given dimension and ones just above
and just below. These ideas have also been generalized to in-
clude defects[27], and have also been visited again from more
formal perspectives[28, 29] (see also [30]). Further develop-
ments in the physics of noninteracting systems came up with
the study of the interplay of intrinsic symmetries with those of
the environment (such as crystalline space groups) that have
resulted in a more intricate classification[31–33].
A most intriguing story emerges up on the inclusion of in-
teractions, i.e., for a system of fermions with “nonquadratic”
terms in their Hamiltonian. Fidkowski and Kitaev[34] showed
that the presence of two-body interactions results in a “col-
lapse” of the noninteracting topological classification – for ex-
ample, Kitaev’s Majorana chain[35], described by the group Z
collapses to Z8 upon the inclusion of interactions. Following
this, the natural question that arises is regarding the princi-
ples of classification of topological phases in the presence of
interaction. Ideas based on group cohomology[36], and su-
percohomology for fermions[37] have been put forth. While
these are important steps towards the final goal of topological
classification of interacting systems, the problem remains at
the very frontier of condensed matter research[38, 39].
A crucial aspect of the tenfold symmetry classification of
noninteracting systems is the determination of the structure of
the Hamiltonians allowed in each class. The knowledge of this
structure then provides ways for viewing these systems from
various perspectives e. g., classifying spaces[40], structure of
the target manifolds of nonlinear σ-model descriptions[25]
etc. To the best of our knowledge, a study of the structure of
fermionic Hamiltonians in each of the ten symmetry classes
with arbitrary N-body interactions is not available in the lit-
erature. An understanding of the structure of the interact-
ing Hamiltonians will not only aid the analysis of these sys-
tems, but also help motivate models that could be crucial to
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2build phenomenology and intuition (possibly through numer-
ics) much like what the Kane-Mele and BHZ models[2, 5]
did in the context of noninteracting systems. This paper aims
to fill this lacuna. Enroute this pursuit, we build a transpar-
ent framework that allows for a systematic approach to these
problems, which even provides further insights for the nonin-
teracting case. Our framework is developed for a system com-
prising of L one-particle states (dubbed “orbitals”) which can
be populated by fermions. Symmetries of such a system can
be either linear or antilinear, and non-transposing (occupied
orbitals mapped to occupied orbitals) or transposing (occu-
pied orbitals mapped to unoccupied ones), i. e., four distinct
types of symmetries. We call the linear non-transposing type
of symmetries as ordinary, and the remaining three types (an-
tilinear non-transposing, linear transposing, antilinear trans-
posing) as non-ordinary symmetries. The focus of our work
are those fermionic systems – which we dub as “grotesque” –
which do not possess any nontrivial ordinary symmetries. We
show that non-ordinary symmetries of a grotesque fermionic
system (GFS) are solitary, i. e., a GFS can possess at most
one from each type of non-ordinary symmetries. Identifying
these solitary non-ordinary symmetries with time reversal (T),
charge conjugation (C), and sublattice (S), leads us to the fa-
miliar Altland and Zirnbauer tenfold symmetry classes. We
then address the key question of determining the structure of
the Hamiltonian in these classes, by constructing “canonical”
representations (by unitary matrices) for the symmetry opera-
tions in each class. This construction allows for a systematic
and efficient determination of the structure of any arbitrary N-
body interaction term in the Hamiltonian of any class. Not
surprisingly we recover all known results of noninteracting
systems and, more importantly, we provide physical insights
that can, inter alia, aid model building thereby helping address
the outstanding open problems vis a vis topological phases of
interacting fermionic systems.
We begin the discussion with the setting of the problem in
section B. This is followed in section C by a discussion of
the four types of symmetry operations that a fermionic system
can possess. Section D introduces and studies those fermionic
systems that possess no nontrivial ordinary symmetries and
obtains the constraints that the symmetries have to satisfy. The
tenfold way is elucidated in section E which includes a treat-
ment of the canonical representation of the symmetry in each
of the symmetry classes, the result of which is displayed in
table I. This is followed by section F that provides an under-
standing of the results shown in table I from the point of view
of group cohomology. It is shown that every entry of table I
is made up of copies of irreducible projective representations
of the Klein group or its subgroups. Known results of nonin-
teracting systems are reproduced in section G (see table II).
Section H lays down the framework for obtaining the struc-
ture of a Hamiltonian with N-body interactions by reducing
the problem to the determination of certain vector subspaces
and arbitrary K-body interaction term is shown to be an ele-
ment of an affine subspace. Techniques needed for performing
the analysis for determining the subspace structure are devel-
oped first for the two-body case in section I and later gen-
eralized to the arbitrary N-body case in section J. Tables III
and IV contain the structures of the N-body interaction term
in each class. The paper is concluded in section K where the
significance and scope of our results are highlighted including
their use in other problems of interest. For the convenience of
the reader, all important symbols used in the paper are listed
in appendix 1.
The paper is structured to be self contained and easy to use
in that we develop the discussion from the very basic building
blocks. This desideratum naturally results in some overlap
with the results from the previous works. We shall specifically
mention only those results that we have used explicitly in our
discussion.
B. The Setting
Our system consists of L one particle states |i〉, i = 1, . . . , L–
which we call “orbitals” – that are orthonormal 〈i| j〉 = δi j (δi j
is the Kronecker delta symbol). Note that these states could
denote a variety of situations; i could be orbitals at different
sites of a lattice, or different atomic orbitals, or even flavor
states of an elementary particle – our use of the term orbital
denotes one particle states in any context including those just
stated. Starting from the vacuum state |0〉, we can create the
one particle state
|i〉 ≡ ψ†i |0〉, (1)
where ψ†i (ψi) is a fermion creation(annihilation) operator that
creates(destroys) a particle in the one particle state |i〉. These
operators satisfy the well known fermion anticommutation re-
lations
ψiψ
†
j + ψ
†
jψi = {ψi, ψ†j } = δi j, (2)
and
{ψi, ψ j} = 0. (3)
We collect these fermionic operators into convenient arrays
Ψ =

ψ1
...
ψL
 , Ψ† = [ ψ†1 . . . ψ†L ] . (4)
A different set of orthonormal one particle states |i˜〉 (i =
1, . . . , L) can, of course, be used as effectively. The states
|i˜〉 are related to |i〉 via |i˜〉 = ∑Lj=1 R ji| j〉, where Ri j are the
components of an L × L unitary matrix R.[41] In terms of the
operators Ψ, we have
Ψ˜† = Ψ†R, (5)
along with other useful relations
Ψ˜ = R†Ψ, Ψ˜†T = RT Ψ†T , Ψ˜T = ΨTR∗ (6)
where ( )T denotes the transpose.
3The system can have any number of particles NP ranging
from 0 to L. For each particle number NP, the set of al-
lowed states is spanned by
(
L
NP
)
states obtained by creating NP-
particle states from the vacuum using distinct combinations of
the operators ψ†i . The vector space of NP particle states is de-
noted by VNP . The full Hilbert-Fock space of the system is
given by
V =
L⊕
NP=0
VNP , (7)
which is a vector space over complex numbers C, providing a
complete kinematical description of the system. An important
property of this vector space, which we will exploit, is that it
is “graded”[42] in a natural fashion by the sectors of different
particle number. The dynamics of this fermionic system is
determined by the Hamiltonian which contains up to N-body
interactions where 0 6 N 6 L, and is formally written as
H =
N∑
K=0
(Ψ†)KH(K)(Ψ)K (8)
where
(Ψ†)KH(K)(Ψ)K ≡ H(K)i1i2...iK ; j1 j2... jK
(
ψi1ψi2 . . . ψiK
)† ψ j1ψ j2 . . . ψ jK
= H(K)i1i2...iK ; j1 j2... jKψ
†
iK
ψ†iK−1 . . . ψ
†
i1
ψ j1ψ j2 . . . ψ jK ,
(9)
with repeated indices is and js summed from 1, . . . , L. Note
that here we depart slightly from the usual convention for
the many-body Hamiltonian where † operation is done on
the complete string of ψs; this notation will eventually prove
to be useful in the later manipulations. Note also that(
ψi1ψi2 . . . ψiK
)† should be distinguished from the definition of
the 1 × L dimensional array Ψ† in eqn. (4). H(K) is the matrix
which describes the K-body interactions, and its components
H(K)i1i2...iK ; j1 j2... jK have two properties. First, H
(K)
i1i2...iK ; j1 j2... jK
is
fully antisymmetric under permutations of the i indices among
themselves, and also under the permutations of the j indices
among themselves. Expressed in an equation
H(K)iX(1)iX(2)...iX(K); jY(1) jY(2)... jY(K) = sgn(X) sgn(Y) H
(K)
i1i2...iK ; j1 j2... jK
(10)
where X and Y are arbitrary permutations of K objects, and
sgn denotes the sign of the permutation. Second, the Hermi-
tian character of the Hamiltonian is reflected in the relation
H(K)j1 j2... jK ;i1i2...iK =
(
H(K)i1i2...iK ; j1 j2... jK
)∗
. (11)
Each H(K) is an element of an
(
L
K
)
-dimensional vector space
H (K) over the real numbers R. With no further restrictions
other than eqn. (10) and eqn. (11), in fact, this vector space is
endowed with a structure of a Lie algebra. This is achieved by
constructing an isomorphic vector space iH (K) (multiplying
every element of H (K) by i = √−1). It is evident that for
V0
V1
VNP
VL−NP
VL−1
VL
“USUAL” “TRANSPOSING”
FIG. 1. Illustrating “usual” and “transposing” symmetry operations.
A usual symmetry operation mapsVNP 7→ VNP , while a transposing
symmetry operation mapsVNP 7→ VL−NP .
any two matrices iHa(K) and iHb(K) of iH (K), the commutator
[iHa(K), iHb(K)] is also a matrix in iH (K), and in fact,
iH (K) ∼ u
((
L
K
))
, (12)
i. e., iH (K) is isomorphic to the well known Lie algebra
u
((
L
K
))
which generates the Lie group U
((
L
K
))
of
(
L
K
)
×
(
L
K
)
di-
mensional unitary matrices. The Hamiltonian eqn. (8) can be
described by a N + 1 tuple
H = (H(0),H(1), . . . ,H(N)) ∈ H (13)
whereH is the real vector space
H =
N×
K=0
H (K) (14)
The problem of classification of a fermionic system of L-
orbitals with the Hilbert-Fock space eqn. (7) and upto N-body
interactions can now be stated precisely. How many “distinct”
spacesH are possible? The symmetries of the system will de-
termine the distinct structures of these spaces, placing them in
different classes.
C. Symmetries
1. Symmetry Operations
A symmetry operation as defined by Wigner[43] is a linear
or antilinear (bijective) operatorU acting on the Hilbert space
of the system that leaves the magnitude of the inner product
invariant. Stated in the context of one particle physics of our
L-orbital fermionic system, an operator U is a symmetry op-
eration if
|〈ζ′|ϕ′〉| = |〈ζ |ϕ〉|, ∀ |ϕ〉, |ζ〉 ∈ V1 (15)
4Transposing
Symmetry Operations
Linear(UL)
Usual
Antilinear(UA) Linear(TL) Antilinear(TA)
ORDINARY NON-ORDINARY
FIG. 2. Four types of symmetry operations.
with |ϕ′〉 = U |ϕ〉 and |ζ′〉 = U |ζ〉. A symmetry opera-
tion must preserve the graded structure of the Hilbert space
eqn. (7), i. e., NP particle states must be mapped only to NP
particle states in a bijective (invertible) fashion. We shall re-
fer to such operations as usual symmetry operations; note that
a usual symmetry operator can be either linear or antilinear.
The above discussion can be summarized by the equation
U USL(VNP ) = VNP , ∀NP (16)
and the action of U USL is implemented on the operators via
U USLΨ
†U −1USL = Ψ
†U USL (17)
(in component formU USLψ
†
iU
−1
USL =
∑L
j=1 ψ
†
j (UUSL) ji ) where
U USL is an L × L unitary matrix that encodes the sym-
metry operation. If such a usual symmetry is linear then
U USL(iI )U −1USL = iI , and U USL(iI )U
−1
USL = −iI if it
is antilinear where I is the identity of operator on V, with
the form eqn. (17) remaining the same for both linear and an-
tilinear cases.
The key realization of Altland and Zirnbauer [19] is that
many particle fermionic systems admit a larger classes of
symmetry operations (see [21] for a discussion). The crucial
point is that a linear or antilinear operation that maps VNP
to VL−NP that preserves the magnitude of inner product and
also preserves the graded nature of the Hilbert-Fock space
eqn. (7) is also a legitimate symmetry operation. We call such
operations transposing symmetry operations (see Fig. 1 for a
schematic illustration) and they satisfy
U TRN(VNP ) = VL−NP , ∀NP (18)
withU USL(iI )U −1USL = ±iI for linear (+) and antilinear (−)
operations. Note that such operations are enabled by the fact
that dimVNP = dimVL−NP . In fact, operations of the type
eqn. (16) and eqn. (18) exhaust all possible (anti)linear au-
tomorphisms of V that preserve its graded structure. From
a physical perspective, the transposing symmetry operation
maps an NP- “particle” state to an NP-“hole” state. Holes
are fermionic excitations obtained by starting from the “fully
filled state” |Ω〉 = (ψ1ψ2 . . . ψL)† |0〉, and creating hole like ex-
citations (such as ψ1|Ω〉, a 1-hole state). It is therefore natural
to implement the action of a transposing symmetry operation
U TRN via
U TRNΨ
†U −1TRN = Ψ
TU∗TRN (19)
where ∗ denotes complex conjugation, such that creation op-
erators are mapped to annihilation operators, and the unitary
matrix U TRN encodes “relabeling” of states in this transposing
symmetry operation (which can, again, be linear or antilinear).
The main conclusion of the above discussion is that there
are four distinct types of symmetry operations as illustrated
in fig. 2. They are usual linear (UL), usual antilinear (UA),
transposing linear (TL), and transposing antilinear (TA). We
find it useful to introduce additional terminology – we call
UL symmetry operations as ordinary symmetry operations,
and all other types of symmetry operations (UA, TL and TA)
as non-ordinary operations.
2. Symmetry conditions
A symmetry operation is a symmetry if it leaves the Hamil-
tonian of the system invariant. For usual symmetries, this is
effected by the condition
U USLH U
−1
USL =H (20)
while for the transposing symmetry operation the condition
changes to
: U TRNH U −1TRN : =H (21)
where : : indicates that the expression U TRNH U −1TRN has to
be normal ordered (all creation operators to the left of annihi-
lation operators) using the anticommutation relations eqn. (2).
Both of these types of symmetries induces a mapping of H in
eqn. (13) to H˚ via
H = (H(0),H(1), . . . ,H(N)) 7→ H˚ = (H˚(0), H˚(1), . . . , H˚(N)).
(22)
To obtain H˚(K) for any K, we introduce an intermediate quan-
tity H˘(K) which is determined by the type of symmetry opera-
tion:
5H˘(K)i1,...,iK ; j1,..., jK =

Ui1i′1 . . .UiK i′K H
(K)
i′1,...,i
′
K ; j
′
1,..., j
′
K
U†j′1 j1 . . .U
†
j′K jK
, UL
Ui1i′1 . . .UiK i′K
(
H(K)i′1,...,i′K ; j′1,..., j′K
)∗
U†j′1 j1 . . .U
†
j′K jK
, UA
U∗i1i′1 . . .U
∗
iK i′K
H(K)i′1,...,i′K ; j′1,..., j′K
UTj′1 j1 . . .U
T
j′K jK
, TL .
U∗i1i′1 . . .U
∗
iK i′K
(
H(K)i′1,...,i′K ; j′1,..., j′K
)∗
UTj′1 j1 . . .U
T
j′K jK
, TA
(23)
Here all the primed indices are summed from 1 to L, and
Us are the unitary matrices that encode the symmetry oper-
ations as defined in eqn. (17) and eqn. (19). Note that anti-
linear symmetry operations lead to a complex conjugation of
the matrix elements. The transformation of the Hamiltonian
eqn. (22) can now be specified completely. For usual symme-
tries (eqn. (17) and eqn. (20)), both linear and antilinear , we
have
H˚(K) = H˘(K). (24)
For transposing operation, the result is a bit more involved on
account of the normal ordering operation of eqn. (21). We find
H˚(K) =
N∑
R=K
AR,K
[
trR−K H˘(R)
]T
, (25)
The trace operation tr is defined as
trP H˘(K) ≡ H˘(K)i1i2...i(K−P)k1k2...kP; j1 j2... j(K−P)k1k2...kP (26)
accomplishing the tracing out (repeated k indices are summed)
of P indices in H˘(K), resulting in a
(
L
K−P
)
×
(
L
K−P
)
matrix. The
constants AK,R in eqn. (25) are computed to be
AR,K =
(−1)
K 1
(R − K)!
(
R!
K!
)2
, 0 6 K 6 R
0, K > R
. (27)
Note that the RHS of eqn. (25) involves a matrix transpose,
and this is a characteristic of the transposing symmetry op-
erations justifying our terminology. Thus, eqns. (22), (23),
(24) and (25) completely determine the mapping of H to H˚.
A symmetry operation (of any type) describes a symmetry if
and only if
H˚ = H (28)
which is a concise expression of eqn. (20) and eqn. (21).
3. Symmetry Group
The set of all symmetry operations U of the system forms
a group GV. This group is a disjoint union of four types of
symmetry operations (see fig. 2),
GV = GULV ∪GUAV ∪GTLV ∪GTAV . (29)
G1 ↓ |G2 → GULV GUAV GTLV GTAV
GULV G
UL
V G
UA
V G
TL
V G
TA
V
GUAV G
UA
V G
UL
V G
TA
V G
TL
V
GTLV G
TL
V G
TA
V G
UL
V G
UA
V
GTAV G
TA
V G
TL
V G
UA
V G
UL
V
FIG. 3. Multiplication table of types of symmetries.
The set of ordinary symmetries GULV form a normal subgroup
of GV. The non-ordinary symmetries have the following in-
teresting properties. First, for any non-ordinary U we have
U U ∈ GULV , ∀U ∈ GUAV ∪GTLV ∪GTAV . (30)
which can be paraphrased “the square of a non-ordinary sym-
metry operation is an ordinary symmetry operation”. Second,
the product of two distinct types of non-ordinary symmetry
operations is the third type – for example
UUAUTL = UTA; (31)
this is summarized in Fig. 3. The content of that figure can be
restated as: the factor group GV/GULV is the Klein 4-groupK4.
The set of all the symmetry operations that satisfy either
eqn. (20) or eqn. (21) makes up the symmetry group G of the
system and is a subgroup of GV.
D. Grotesque Fermionic Systems
We will now focus attention on a special class of L-orbital
fermionic systems. Our systems of interest do not possess
any nontrivial ordinary symmetries – we dub such systems as
“grotesque fermionic systems (GFS)” to highlight this prop-
erty. This would suggest that the only ordinary symmetry op-
eration allowed is the trivial identity operation I . However,
since we are working with the Hilbert-Fock vector space (not
a projective or “ray” space of Wigner, see [44]), the operator
Iθ = eiθN (32)
with
N =
L∑
i=1
ψ†i ψi (33)
6is always an allowed symmetry operation, and indeed any
Hamiltonian of the form eqn. (8) will be invariant under this
operation.[45] We will later discuss its relationship to projec-
tive representations (see sec. F). Thus, for the GFS, GULV =
Iθ,∀θ ∈ [0, 2pi] = U(1), i. e., the only ordinary symmetries
are the trivial ones.
We will now demonstrate an important property of a GFS.
A GFS can possess at most one each of UA, TL and
TA symmetries. In other words, non-ordinary symmetries
of a GFS are solitary. To prepare to prove this statement, we
adopt some useful notation. We will denote UA symmetry
operations by T , TL by C , and TA byS – this choice antici-
pates later discussion. Suppose, now, that we have two distinct
UA symmetries of the GFS, say T1 and T2, then T1T2 is also
a symmetry of our system. But from figure. 3, we know that
T1T2 is an UL type symmetry. By definition, in a GFS any
unitary symmetry has to be a trivial one, Iθ for some θ. Thus
T1T2 = Iθ or T2 = I−θT −11 and hence T2 is not a distinct
UA symmetry – it is simply a product of a trivial symmetry
with T −11 . The same argument works for C and S symme-
tries and the solitarity of non-ordinary symmetries is proved
(see also [18]). In fact, we can conclude many more interest-
ing facts about symmetries of a GFS.
Consider the symmetry operator T 2. From the previous
paragraph we know T 2 = Iθ for some θ. We can de-
termine θ from T −1T 2 = T = T 2T −1 which implies
I−θT −1 = T = IθT −1. Applying this relation on V1 im-
mediately forces ei2θ = 1 (due to the antilinearity of T ) or
eiθ = ±1, and thus we immediately see that the action of T 2
onV is
T 2 = (±1)N I . (34)
We will mostly write eqn. (34) simply as
T 2 = ±I . (35)
We turn now to C 2 which should also be equal to Iθ. We
get, again, C −1Iθ = IθC −1. Applying this last relation on
VNP , we get
eiNPθ = ei(L−NP)θ, ∀ NP = 0, . . . , L. (36)
resulting in ei2θ = 1, and
C 2 = (±1)N I . (37)
Note also that eqn. (36) implies that L must be even when
θ = pi, i. e., a TL type of symmetry with the (−) signature can
only be implemented in a GFS with even number of orbitals.
Finally, we discussS 2. Noting thatS is an TA symmetry,
we get
e−iNPθ = ei(L−NP)θ, ∀ NP = 0, . . . , L , (38)
and thus eiLθ = 1, implies θ = 2pi`L where ` is one of
0, 1, . . . , L−1. We will later show that θ can always be chosen
to be zero, leading to
S 2 = I . (39)
AI
(+1, 0, 0)
AII
(−1, 0, 0)
D
( 0,+1, 0)
C
( 0,−1, 0)
BDI
(+1,+1. 1)
CI
(+1,−1, 1)
DIII
(−1,+1, 1)
CII
(−1,−1, 1)
A
( 0, 0, 0)
AIII
( 0, 0, 1)
FIG. 4. Ten symmetry classes, and their interrelationships. The two
classes shaded in red are the complex classes, while all others are
real classes. The symmetry signature is denoted by a triple (T,C,S)
as discussed in the text.
We conclude this discussion on the properties of GFS symme-
tries by noting that if a GFS has a T and C type symmetry,
then S is equal to T C . If a GFS has a T symmetry, we
say that it possesses time reversal symmetry, C implies the
presence of charge conjugation symmetry, and S endows a
sublattice symmetry on the GFS.
E. The Tenfold Way
In this section, we show how the ten symmetry classes of
fermions arise and obtain the canonical representations of the
symmetries in these classes.
1. Symmetry Classes
Based on the discussion of the previous section, we see that
a GFS has to be of one of three types.
Type 0: Possesses no non-ordinary symmetries.
Type 1: Possesses one non-ordinary symmetry.
Type 3: Possesses all three non-ordinary symmetries.
The resulting symmetry classes and the class hierarchy is
shown in fig. 4.
Whenever time reversal is present it be realized as T 2 =
±I , and we denote this by T = ±1, similarly C 2 = ±I is
denoted by C = ±1 and presence ofS is shown by S = 1. Ab-
sence of these symmetries is denoted by T = 0, C = 0, or S =
0 as the case may be. The “symmetry signature” of any class
is denoted by a triple (T,C,S) (see fig. 4). It is now immedi-
ately clear that there is only one class of type 0 GFS, called
A with symmetry signature (0, 0, 0). There are five classes
of type 1 with a single non-ordinary symmetry: AI(+1, 0, 0),
AII(−1, 0, 0),D(0,+1, 0),C(0,−1, 0) andAIII(0, 0, 1). The type
3 systems come in four classes: BDI(+1,+1, 1), CI(+1,−1, 1),
DIII(−1,+1, 1), and CII(−1,−1, 1).
72. Canonical Representation of Symmetries
An important step towards determining the structure of
Hamiltonians (eqn. (13)) in each of these ten symmetry
classes is the determination of the canonical representation of
the symmetries of each class. This question is addressed in
this section.
Each of the non-ordinary symmetry operations, T , C and
S is represented by a L × L unitary matrix. Time reversal T
is represented as
T Ψ†T −1 = Ψ†UT (40)
using eqn. (17). Charge conjugation and sublattice, being
transposing operations, are represented using eqn. (19) re-
spectively as
CΨ†C −1 = ΨTU∗C (41)
and
SΨ†S −1 = ΨTU∗S. (42)
3. Type 0
Class A: Class A has no non-ordinary symmetries and hence
nothing to represent. There are, therefore, no restrictions on
the L-orbital systems – any L orbital system can be in class A.
4. Type 1
Classes AI and AII: Time reversal symmetry is the sole non-
ordinary symmetry present in these classes with T = ±1. The
condition eqn. (35) gives (using the antilinearity of T )
T 2Ψ†T −2 = Ψ†UTU∗T = T Ψ
† (43)
leading to
UTU∗T = T 1 (44)
where 1 is an L × L unit matrix. An immediate consequence
of this is that | detUT|2 = TL, leading us to the conclusion that
T = +1 can be realized in any L-orbital GFS, while T = −1
requires L to be an even number.
To construct a canonical UT that satisfies eqn. (44), we con-
sider a change of basis of the GFS as described by the matrix
R defined in eqn. (5). The unitary U˜T representing T in this
new basis can be obtained from
RU˜TRT = UT . (45)
It is known that any unitary that satisfies eqn. (44) with T = +1
can be written as UT = AAT where A is a unitary matrix. This
result from matrix theory, usually called the Takagi decompo-
sition (see appendix D of [46]), allows us to conclude that we
can always choose (R = A) a basis[47] where U˜T = 1 for
T = +1. The outcome of this discussion is that T = +1 admits
a canonical representation UT = 1.
In the case of T = −1, Takagi decomposition provides that
any UT satisfying eqn. (44) can decomposed as AJAT = UT
where
J =
 0MM 1MM−1MM 0MM
 , L = 2M, JJ∗ = −1, (46)
and A is unitary. This is consistent with the fact that L must
be necessarily even for T = −1 as concluded above. The sub-
scripts on the matrices denote their sizes. Taken together with
eqn. (45) allows us to conclude that T = −1 case is canoni-
cally represented by UT = J.
We can also obtain a “one particle” or “first quantized” rep-
resentation of the time reversal operator. To see this consider
a GFS with only a one-body Hamiltonian, form eqn. (24) and
the symmetry condition eqn. (28), we obtain UT
[
H(1)
]∗
U†T =
H(1) which can be written as
TH(1)T−1 = H(1) (47)
where T is
T = UTK (48)
where K is the complex conjugation “matrix”, recovering a
well known result (see e.g., [18]).
Classes D and C: These classes respectively with symme-
try signatures (0,+1, 0) and (0,−1, 0) possess the sole non-
ordinary symmetry of charge conjugation. As noted just after
eqn. (37) the latter symmetry can be realized only in GFSs
with even number of orbitals.
As in the previous para, considering the action of C 2 on the
fermion operators, owing to eqn. (37), gives
C 2Ψ†C −2 = CΨTU∗CC
−1 = Ψ†UCU∗C (49)
resulting in
UCU∗C = C 1. (50)
Note that this relation, despite C being a linear operation,
looks very similar to eqn. (44) of an usual antilinear opera-
tor.
Under a change of basis, it can be shown that UC transforms
in exactly the same manner asUT, i. e., via eqn. (45). Precisely
the same considerations using Takagi decomposition of the
previous para then allow us to conclude that there is a basis for
the GFS where UC can be represented canonically as UC = 1
for C = +1 and UC = J for C = −1. Finally, restricting
again to a GFS described solely by one particle interactions,
provides the first quantized version of the C operator. Indeed,
eqn. (24) and eqn. (28) provide that −UC
[
H(1)
]T
U†C = H
(1)
rewritten as
− CH(1)C−1 = H(1). (51)
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C = UCK. (52)
It is easily seen that this feature is generic – any transpos-
ing linear symmetry operation has an antilinear first quantized
representation.
Class AIII: The sole non-ordinary symmetry in this class with
the symmetry signature (0, 0, 1) is the sublattice symmetry.
Investigating the action of S 2, noting that S is an antilin-
ear operator, we obtain from eqn. (38)
S 2Ψ†S −2 = SΨTU∗SS
−1 = Ψ†USUS = ei
2pi`
L Ψ† (53)
implying
USUS = ei
2pi`
L 1. (54)
It is evident that it can be redefined (e−i
pi`
L US 7→ US) as
USUS = 1. (55)
Since US is unitary, we obtain that U†S = US, and thus, US is
Hermitian. This condition implies that all eigenvalues of US
are real and of unit magnitude. Quite interestingly, under a
change of basis, US transforms as
RU˜SR† = US (56)
This implies that there is a basis in which US has the following
canonical form
US = 1p,q (57)
where
1p,q =
 1pp 0pq0qp −1qq
 (58)
where p + q = L. This development makes the meaning of the
sublattice symmetry clear. The orbitals of the system are di-
vided into two groups – “sublattices A and B”. The sublattice
symmetry operation, a transposing antilinear operation, maps
the “particle states” in the A orbitals to “hole states” on A or-
bitals, while B-particle states are mapped to negative B-hole
states. In the first quantized language, the transposing antilin-
ear operator S , is, therefore, represented by a linear matrix,
i. e.,
S = US (59)
and in a noninteracting system the symmetry is realized when
−SH(1)S−1 = H(1).
5. Type 3
The remainder of the four classes are of type 3, i. e., they
possess all three non-ordinary symmetries. As noted at the
end of section D,S = T C in these classes implying that
US = UTU∗C . (60)
Our strategy in analyzing these classes is to choose a basis
where US = 1p,q, and to determine the structure of UT and
UC. In this basis, we can write
UT =
 upp upqTuTpq uqq
 , uTpp = Tupp,uTqq = Tuqq,
for T = ±1,
(61)
where us are complex matrices of the dimension indicated by
the suffix. This from automatically satisfies eqn. (44). Once,
we fix UT, UC is fixed for every class in type 3 via eqn. (60),
as
UC = UTTU
∗
S =
 Tupp −TupquTpq −Tuqq
 ; T = ±1 . (62)
The conditions eqn. (44) and eqn. (50) constrain upp,upq,uqq
of eqn. (61) very strongly. Two possible cases arise.
T = C: This case results in the condition UTU∗T = UCU
∗
C which
provides the following constraints
uppu∗pp = T1pp, uqqu
∗
qq = T1qq,
upqu†pq = 0pp, u
T
pqu
∗
pq = 0qq,
uppu∗pq = 0pq, u
T
pqu
∗
pp = 0qp,
upqu∗qq = 0pq, uqqu
†
pq = 0qp, for T = C.
(63)
T = −C: Note that since either T or C is −1, L is already even
L = 2M. The condition UTU∗T = −UCU∗C obtains the
constraints
uppu∗pp = 0pp, uqqu
∗
qq = 0qq,
upqu†pq = T1pp, u
T
pqu
∗
pq = T1qq,
uppu∗pq = 0pq, u
T
pqu
∗
pp = 0qp,
upqu∗qq = 0pq, uqqu
†
pq = 0qp, for T = −C.
(64)
The second line of eqn. (64), forces p = q = M and upq
to be a M × M unitary matrix which we will call uMM .
The other conditions provide upp = 0pp and uqq = 0qq.
Class BDI: The class has a symmetry signature (1, 1, 1). Since
T = C = +1, we see from eqn. (63)that upq = 0pq, along with
uppu∗pp = +1pp and uqqu∗qq = +1qq, providing
UT =
 upp 0pq0qp uqq
 , UC =
 upp 0pq0qp −uqq
 (65)
Apart from p + q = L, there are no additional constraints on
p and q. The natural splitting of the orbitals into a p-subspace
and q-subspace now allows us to find canonical forms of UT
and UC. Again, Takagi decomposition allows us to find a uni-
tary matrix rpp such that rpprTpp = upp, another similar matrix
rqq that does rqqrTqq = uqq. We can define a basis change ma-
trix
R =
 rpp 0pq0qp rqq
 (66)
9from which we immediately see that
UT = R1RT , UC = R(1p,q)RT . (67)
Moreover, we see that US transforms under this basis change
via eqn. (56) as
R†1p,qR = 1p,q (68)
i. e., such a basis change does not alter the form of US. The
conclusion of this discussion is that when T = C = +1, we
can always choose a basis in which
UT = 1, UC = 1p,q, US = 1p,q. (69)
Class CII: This symmetry class has signature (−1,−1, 1).
From eqn. (63), we have upq = 0pq, uppu∗pp = −1pp and
uqqu∗qq = −1qq, resulting in
UT =
 upp 0pq0qp uqq
 , UC =
 −upp 0pq0qp uqq
 . (70)
Even as p + q = L = 2M, there are additional constraints on
p and q. The conditions uppu∗pp = −1pp and uqqu∗qq = −1qq,
force p = 2r and q = 2s, i. e., both p and q have to be even
numbers, 2(r + s) = 2M.
We can find canonical forms for UT and UC much like
eqn. (69). For this, noting that p and q are even, we know that
there are unitary matrices rpp and rqq such that rppJpprTpp =
upp and rqqJqqrTqq = uqq. Thus one can perform a basis change
using a transformation similar to eqn. (66) to obtain natural
forms
UT =
 Jpp 0pq0qp Jqq
 , UC =
 −Jpp 0pq0qp Jqq
 , US = 1p,q,
(71)
which provide the canonical representation of the three sym-
metries in class CII.
Class CI: This class with the symmetry signature (+1,−1, 1)
can be analyzed using eqn. (64) which provides
UT =
 0MM uMMuTMM 0MM
 , UC =
 0MM −uMMuTMM 0MM
 (72)
We can obtain canonical forms of UT and UC by the following
manipulations. Consider a basis transformation of the type
eqn. (66) of the from
R =
 uMM 0MM0MM 1MM
 (73)
This basis change effects the following changes (see eqn. (45),
eqn. (56))
UT 7→ R†UTR∗ =
 0MM 1MM1MM 0MM
 ≡ F
UC 7→ R†UCR∗ = −J
US 7→ R†1M,MR = 1M,M
(74)
where the first line defines the L×L matrix F. Thus the canon-
ical forms of class CII are
UT = F, UC = −J, US = 1M,M (75)
Class DIII: The symmetry signature (−1,+1, 1) provides T =
−1 = −C. Form eqn. (64), we get
UT =
 0MM uMM−uTMM 0MM
 , UC =
 0MM uMMuTMM 0MM
 (76)
Using the basis change eqn. (73), we can find canonical struc-
ture of the U matrices as
UT = J, UC = F, US = 1M,M . (77)
In the classes CI and DIII, there is no further constraint on
M which can be odd or even.
The determination of the canonical structure of the symme-
try operation accomplishes a great deal in the determination of
the structure of the Hamiltonians in each class. The summary
of the findings of this section are given in table I.
F. A Group Cohomolgy Perspective
The results of the previous section can be obtained from a
different perspective as we describe in this section. Readers
interested in the structure of many body Hamiltonians in each
class may proceed directly to sec. G. The main idea of the sec-
tion is to demonstrate that the ten classes arise from projective
representations[48] of an (abstract) symmetry group. For the
GFS discussed in this paper, the abstract group of symmetry
operations (see discussion near eqn. (30) is the Klein 4-group
K4. This group consists of four elements I (identity), Θ (time
reversal), Ξ (charge conjugation), and Σ (sublattice) and has
the following multiplication table
K4 I Θ Ξ Σ
I I Θ Ξ Σ
Θ Θ I Σ Ξ
Ξ Ξ Σ I Θ
Σ Σ Ξ Θ I
. (78)
The abstract symmetry group G of the GFS must be one of
the (proper/improper) subgroups of K4. Thus, G is one of
I = {I},ZT2 = {I,Θ},ZC2 = {I,Ξ},ZS2 = {I,Σ} or K4.
We look for projective representations of the group G on
a graded vector space W = V1 ⊕ V¯1, where V1 is an L-
dimensional C vector space. We are restricting here to the one
particle sectorV1 and its “transposed” hole space V¯1 (which
is isomorphic to VL−1, see eqn. (7)). The group elements are
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Class T C S L UT UC US
A 0 0 0 L − − −
AI +1 0 0 L 1 − −
AII −1 0 0 L = 2M J − −
D 0 +1 0 L − 1 −
C 0 −1 0 L = 2M − J −
AIII 0 0 1 L = p + q − − 1p,q
BDI +1 +1 1 L = p + q 1 1p,q 1p,q
CII −1 −1 1 L = p + q
p = 2r; q = 2s
 Jpp 0pq0qp Jqq

 −Jpp 0pq0qp Jqq
 1p,q
CI +1 −1 1 L = 2M F −J 1M,M
DIII −1 +1 1 L = 2M J F 1M,M
TABLE I. Canonical representations of symmetry operators UT, UC and US are shown in the ten symmetry classes. 1 is the L × L identity
matrix, J defined in eqn. (46), 1p,q defined in eqn. (58), F defined in eqn. (74).
represented by C valued matrices of the form
D(I) =
 1 00 1
, D(Θ) =
 UT 00 UT
K
D(Ξ) =
 0 UCUC 0
K, D(Σ) =
 0 USUS 0
.
(79)
K is the usual complex conjugation operator, UT, UC, and US
are unitary matrices that represent the symmetries appearing
in their subscripts. This choice of representations is motivated
by discussions of the previous section.
Denoting the group elements of G by g`, a projective rep-
resentation reproduces the group multiplication table up to a
U(1) phase factor, i. e.,
D(g1)D(g2) = ω(g1, g2)D(g1g2) . (80)
With |G| as the number of elements in G, the |G|2 numbers
ω(g1, g2) ∈ U(1), usually called “2-cocylces” or “Schur mul-
tipliers” must satisfy the following co-cycle condition
ω(g1, g2)ω(g1g2, g3) = ω(g1, g2g3)ω
g1 (g2, g3) . (81)
Here ωg is a short form for action of the group element g on
an element of U(1), i. e., for every group element g, there is
an invertible function ϕg on U(1) which maps ω ∈ U(1) to
ϕg(ω) ≡ ωg. The function must satisfy
ϕg1 (ϕg2 (ω)) = ϕg1g2 (ω). (82)
More technically, ϕ is a homomorphism from G to Aut U(1),
the group of automorphisms (invertible maps that preserve the
group structure) of U(1). In our case, the homomorphism ϕ is
defined as
ϕI(ω) = ω, ϕΘ(ω) = ω∗
ϕΞ(ω) = ω∗, ϕΣ(ω) = ω
(83)
where ( )∗ denotes complex conjugation. The check of the ho-
momorphic character of ϕ is routine. This particular choice of
ϕ is made keeping in mind the physical aspects of the group el-
ements, consistent with eqn. (79). Now two multiplier system
ω1 andω2 (both of which satisfy eqn. (81)) can be used to pro-
duce a third one ω′, in fact ω′(g1, g2) = ω1(g1, g2)ω2(g1, g2).
Note that ω(g1, g2) = 1, the unit multiplier, satisfies the co-
cycle condition eqn. (81). Furthermore, any given ω has an
inverse ω−1(g1, g2) = ω∗(g1, g2) such that ωω−1 is the unit
multiplier. Finally, two multipliers ω1 and ω2 are equivalent
if there exists a U(1) valued function on G, a(g), such that
ω1(g1, g2)
ω2(g1, g2)
=
a(g1)a
g1 (g2)
a(g1g2)
. (84)
Suppose we denote the set of all multipliers equivalent to ω
by [ω]. It is easy to see that the set of equivalence classes of
multipliers {[ω]} forms an abelian group called the second co-
homolgy group (see [49] and chapter 7 of [50]) H2ϕ(U(1),G).
A key question of importance to us is how many elements
(number of equivalence class of multipliers) does G admit –
this is answered by computing the group H2ϕ(U(1),G).
We can now make the central point: The number of sym-
metry classes corresponds to number of distinct equivalence
classes of multiplier systems corresponding to the symmetry
group G which runs over of I,ZT2 ,ZC2 ,ZS2 and K4. To ob-
tain the structure of each class, we find the multiplier system
that labels the class, and find the irreducible representations,
“smallest” vector space W, and the matrices of eqn. (79).
Again, we organize the classes via the types introduced in
sec. E 1
1. Type 0
Here the symmetry group G = I, and H2ϕ(U(1),G) is triv-
ial containing a single element, and hence a trivial multiplier
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system.
Class A: The sole irreducible representation corresponding
to this trivial multiplier system is 1-dimensional. This labels
class A, and we see that the L-orbtial GFS in class A of ta-
ble I is a reducible representation consisting of L copies of
irreducible one obtained just now.
2. Type 1
G = ZT2
The second cohomology group H2ϕ(U(1),ZT2 ) = Z2 consists
two multiplier classes.[36]. The multipliers are
ω(g1 ↓, g2 →) I Θ
I 1 1
Θ 1 T
, T = ±1 (85)
Class AI: The multiplier of H2ϕ(U(1),ZT2 ) with T = +1 labels
the class AI. To find the irreducible representation, we need to
solve
UTU∗T = 1 (86)
and the solution with smallest dimension (in the sense of di-
mension of vector space V1 that makes up W) is 1, and
UT = eiα. By the change of basis eqn. (45), α can always
chosen to the zero, and UT = 1, and D(Θ) =
 1 00 1
K. We
see that the L-orbtial GFS of table I is a reducible representa-
tion with L-copies of this irrep (irreducible representation).
Class AII: The multiplier in eqn. (85) with T = −1 corre-
sponds to class AII. This leads to the equation UTU∗T = −1.
The solution with the smallest dimension is 2, with
UT = J2 =
 0 1−1 0
 . (87)
We see that the AII GFS of table I with L = 2M consists M
copies of this this irrep corresponding to this multiplier sys-
tem.
G = ZC2
The second cohomology group H2ϕ(U(1),ZC2 ) = Z2 – the
mathematics of this group is same as ZT2 , and the multipliers
are
ω(g1 ↓, g2 →) I Ξ
I 1 1
Ξ 1 C
, C = ±1 (88)
The key physical difference is that the representation of Ξ is
via a transposing antilinear matrix (see eqn. (79)). Very simi-
lar consideration as in theZT2 case, leads to two classes.
Class D: The multiplier with C = +1 gives this class. The
irrep is 1-dimensional with UC = 1 and D(Ξ) =
 0 11 0
K, L
copies of which are present in the GFS shown in table I.
Class C: This class is labeled by the C = −1 multiplier
of eqn. (88), with a 2-dimensional irrep such that D(Ξ) = 0 J2J2 0
K. The C entry in table I consists of M copies of
this irrep.
G = ZS2
In the case of the sole non-ordinary sublattice symmetry,
H2ϕ(U(1),ZS2 ) is trivial and has only the unit multiplier.
Class AIII: Being an abelian group of order 2, ZS2 has two
distinct 1-dimensional irreducible representations, which arise
from the lowest dimensional solution to the equation USUS =
1. The first irrep has US = +1 and the second has US = −1
(note that these two irreps have the same multipliers). We
immediately see that the L orbital AIII system in table I is
made of the p copies of the +irrep and q copies of the −irrep.
3. Type 3
All the classes in type 3 arise from the multipliers of the
symmetry group G = K4. Quite interestingly the second
cohomology group of the Klein group is the Klein group
itself[51]: H2ϕ(U(1),K4) = K4! This results in four multi-
pliers labeled by T and C
ω(g1 ↓, g2 →) I Θ Ξ Σ
I 1 1 1 1
Θ 1 T 1 T
Ξ 1 TC C T
Σ 1 C C 1
, T = ±1,C = ±1 . (89)
To obtain the irreps, we seek smallest dimensional quanti-
ties UT, UC, US that simultaneously satisfy
UTU∗T = T1, UCU
∗
C = C1, USUS = 1, UTU
∗
C = US (90)
(these are obtained by a straightforward application of
eqn. (79)).
Class BDI: The multiplier eqn. (89) with T = C = +1 obtains
this class. Eqn. (90) gives UTUT∗ = 1,UCUC∗ = 1,USUS =
1,UTUC∗ = US. There are two 1-dimensional irreps, one with
UT = 1,UC = 1 and US = 1, and the other UT = 1,UC = −1
and US = −1. We see that class BDI in table I contains p
copies of the first irrep and q copies of the second one.
Class CII: This class is characterized by the multiplier in
eqn. (89) with T = C = −1. Irreps are obtained from the solu-
tion of UTUT∗ = −1,UCUC∗ = −1,USUS = 1,UTUC∗ = US.
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These now provide two distinct 2-dimensional representa-
tions. First one has UT = J2,UC = −J2,US = −1, and the
second has UT = J2,UC = J2,US = 1. The CII entry in table I
has r-copies of the first 2-dimensional irrep, and s-copies of
the second one.
Class CI: When T = −C = +1 in the multiplier eqn. (89),
we get the CI class. The solution of eqn. (90) gives a single
2-dimensional representation with UT = F2,UC = −J2 and
US = 11,1. F2 =
 0 11 0
 and 11,1 is defined in eqn. (58). The
GFS of the CI class in table I has M copies of this irrep.
Class DIII: Class DIII is obtained from the multiplier eqn. (89)
when T = −C = −1. Eqn. (90), again, provides a single 2-
dimensional representation with UT = J2,UC = F2 and US =
11,1. DIII class in table I is made of M copies of this irrep.
The discussion of this section provides a deeper insight of
how the ten symmetry classes arise from projective represen-
tations on a graded vector space (this is where the fermionic
nature of the states enters). Moreover, all the results of the
canonical representations of the symmetry operations derived
from elementary considerations can be better understood as
copies of irreducible projective representations.
G. Noninteracting Systems
We devote this section to obtaining the structure of the
Hamiltonians of each class when there are no interac-
tions present. Here H of eqn. (13) has only two entries
H =
(
H(0),H(1)
)
. Another important quantity of interest is
Scho¨dinger time evolution operator
USchro¨d(t) = e−itH (91)
where t is the time, H is the Hamiltonian matrix constructed
out of H =
(
H(0),H(1)
)
. For example, the in this noninter-
acting setting the components of Hi j = H(0)δi j + H
(1)
i; j . For a
fixed time, say t = 1, the time evolution operator spans out
a “geometric structure” as H runs over all of the space H .
As pointed out by [19] (generalizing the pioneering work of
Dyson[22]), this geometric structure realized is a symmetric
space (see [52] for a review symmetric spaces from a physi-
cist’s perspective, [53] for a review of Lie groups and alge-
bras). The ten classes realize the the ten different symmet-
ric spaces classified by Cartan, and in fact the names of the
classes borrows Cartan’s nomenclature. Our development of
the ten fold symmetry classification not only allows us to re-
cover these known results in a simple and direct manner but
also provides a very clear structure of the Hamiltonian space
that could be particularly useful for model building. Our re-
sults are recorded in table II.
To proceed with the discussion, we record the symmetry
conditions eqn. (22) specifically for the noninteracting sys-
tems. Under the action of usual symmetries H transforms as
H =
(
H(0),H(1)
)
7→ H˚ = (H(0), H˘(1)) (92)
and for transposing symmetries we obtain
H =
(
H(0),H(1)
)
7→ H˚ =
(
H(0) + tr1 H˘(1),−
[
H˘(1)
]T )
(93)
(see eqns. (23), (24), and (25)). The structure of H is obtained
by imposing the symmetry condition eqn. (28) for all the ap-
propriate symmetries. An immediate consequence is that H(0),
the “vacuum energy”, is allowed to have any real value H(0)
in all the ten classes. This is a feature that is always true, i. e.,
even when interactions are present. As the values of H0 spans
the reals, the time evolution operator (at a fixed time) acquires
a phase factor represented by the U(1) group (see discussion
on class A in the next para).
Class A: There are no constraints on the Hamiltonian in
this class. Any L × L Hermitian matrix is in H (1)A . Conse-
quently iH (1)A = u(L), and USchro¨d(t) acquires the structure of
U(1) × U(L). The U(1) factor arises from H(0) which spans
all of real numbers. As discussed in the previous para, this
U(1) factor will appear in all cases (interacting and noninter-
acting). Henceforth, we suppress this factor (which is equiv-
alent to setting H0 = 0 (or any other fixed real number). The
symmetric space ofUSchro¨d(t) in table II for this case, therefore
is shown just as U(L).
Class AI: Eqn. (28) appropriate for this class (with UT = 1)
provides that real symmetric matrices H(1) = [H(1)]∗ are
the allowed entries of H (1)AI . This implies that the iH (1)AI =
u(L) \ o(L), where o(L) is Lie algebra of the group of orthogo-
nal matrices. The time evolution operator USchro¨d(t) spans the
coset space U(L)/O(L).
Class AII: Since UT = J in this class with L = 2M, we can
split the orbitals into two types and write the Hamiltonian as
H(1) =
 haa habh†ab hbb
. (94)
The symmetry condition gives J[H(1)]∗J† = H(1) resulting in
hab = −hTab,hbb = h∗aa. Here, haa,hab,hbb are M×M matrices.
The spaceHAII is made of matrices of the type
H(1) =
 haa hab−h∗ab h∗aa
. (95)
It can be seen by explicit calculation that iH (1)AII = u(2M) \
usp(2M), leading to the time evolution USchro¨d(t) spanning the
coset space U(2M)/USp(2M). Here USp(2M) is the symplec-
tic group and usp(2M) is its associated Lie algebra.
Class D: This class with the charge conjugation described
by UC = 1 is made of Hamiltonians with vanishing trace
trH(1) = 0 that satisfy, H(1) = −[H(1)]∗. The crucial distinc-
tion between the time reversal class AI(T = +1) is that the
transposing nature of the charge conjugation give the negative
sign in the just stated symmetry condition. The space iH (1)D is
made of real antisymmetric matrices which is the Lie algebra
o(L). The time evolution operator spans O(L).
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Class L H(1) dim iH (1) iH (1) USchro¨d(t)
A(0, 0, 0) L H(1) = [H(1)]† L2 u(L) U(L)
AI(+1, 0, 0) L H(1) = [H(1)]∗ L(L + 1)/2 u(L) \ o(L) U(L)/O(L)
AII(−1, 0, 0) L = 2M
 haa hab−h∗ab h∗aa
 M(2M − 1) u(2M) \ usp(2M) U(2M)/USp(2M)
D(0,+1, 0) L H(1) = −[H(1)]∗ L(L − 1)/2 o(L) O(L)
C(0,−1, 0) L = 2M
 haa habh∗ab −h∗aa
 M(2M + 1) usp(2M) USp(2M)
AIII(0, 0, 1) L = p + q
 0pp hpqh†pq 0qq
 2pq u(p + q) \ (u(p) ⊕ u(q)) U(p + q)/(U(p) × U(q))
BDI(+1,+1, 1) L = p + q
 0pp hpqhTpq 0qq
,h∗pq = hpq pq o(p + q) \ (o(p) ⊕ o(q)) O(p + q)/(O(p) × O(q))
CII(−1,−1, 1) L = p + q,
p = 2r, q = 2s

0pp
hrr hrs
−h∗rs h∗rr
h.c. 0qq
 4rs usp(p + q) \ (usp(p) ⊕ usp(q)) USp(2(r + s))/(USp(2r) × USp(2s))
CI(+1, -1, 1) L = 2M
 0MM hMMh∗MM 0MM
,hTMM = hMM M(M + 1) usp(2M) \ u(M) USp(2M)/U(M)
DIII(-1, +1, 1) L = 2M
 0MM hMM−h∗MM 0MM
,hTMM = −hMM M(M − 1) o(2M) \ u(M) O(2M)/U(M)
TABLE II. Structure of noninteracting Hamiltonians in the ten symmetry classes.
Class C: The charge conjugation operation is described by
UC = J, and the symmetry condition J[H(1)]∗J† = −H(1),
leads to matrices with trH(1) = 0,
H(1) =
 haa habh∗ab −h∗aa
, (96)
i. e., iH (1)C = usp(2M), and USchro¨d(t) spans USp(2M).
Class AIII: The physics of this class is governed by the sub-
lattice symmetry represented by the unitary US = 1p,q that
naturally partitions the orbitals into two groups (sublattices).
It is natural to write the Hamiltonian as
H(1) =
 hpp hpqh†pq hqq
. (97)
The symmetry condition leads immediately to hpp = 0pp,
hqq = 0qq. Thus,HAIII is made of matrices of the form
H(1) =
 0pp hpqh†pq 0qq
. (98)
Indeed, we have iH (1)AIII = u(p + q) \ (u(p) ⊕ u(q)), resulting in
USchro¨d(t) being in the coset space U(p + q)/(U(p) × U(q)).
All of the type 3 classes can be viewed as descendants of
class AIII, and thus all of these classes – often referred to as
chiral classes – have Hamiltonians that imbibe the structure in
eqn. (98).
Class BDI: The symmetry condition eqn. (92) with UT = 1
gives hpq = h∗pq, and thus elements ofHBDI are of the form
H(1) =
 0pp hpqhTpq 0qq
, hpq = h∗pq (99)
We obtain iH (1)BDI = o(p + q) \ (o(p) ⊕ o(q)), with USchro¨d(t)
spanning the the coset space O(p + q)/(O(p) × O(q)).
Class CII: The symmetry condition eqn. (92) with UT as
shown in table I and H(1) of the form eqn. (98) provides
Jpph∗pq = hpqJqq. (100)
The key point in this class is that the p orbitals themselves
arise as 2r orbitals and q as 2s orbitals. Thus, hpq can be
written as
hpq =
 hrr hrshsr hss
. (101)
resulting in hsr = −h∗rs and hss = h∗rr
hpq =
 hrr hrs−h∗rs h∗rr
. (102)
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We see that iH (1)CII = usp(2(r + s)) \ (usp(2r)) ⊕ usp(2s)) and
the symmetric space generated by the time evolution operator
is USp(2(r + s))/(USp(2r) × USp(2s)).
Class CI: Here L = 2M, and thus eqn. (98) provides
H(1) =
 0MM hMMh†MM 0MM
. (103)
The symmetry condition eqn. (92) with UT = F gives hTMM =
hMM with
H(1) =
 0MM hMMh∗MM 0MM
. (104)
It is now clear that the iH (1)CI = usp(2M) \ usp(M), and the
symmetric space corresponding to the time evolution is the
coset space USp(2M)/U(M).
Class DIII: In this 2M dimensional GFS with, the symmetry
condition eqn. (92) leads to hTMM = −hMM , and
H(1) =
 0MM hMM−h∗MM 0MM
 (105)
Here iH (1)DIII is isomorphic to o(2M) \ u(M). The sym-
metric space spanned by the time evolution operator is
O(2M)/U(M).
The classes A and AIII are complex classes, while the re-
mainder of the classes involve a “reality condition” of the form
H = H∗ and are the real classes.
H. Framework for Systems with Interactions
In this section we establish ideas that allow for the deter-
mination of the structure of Hamiltonians with upto N-body
interactions as in eqn. (8). For usual symmetries, the con-
ditions that determine the spaces iH (K) are straightforward.
From, eqn. (24) we obtain
H(K) = H˘(K) . (106)
These are a set of homogeneous equations in the matrix ele-
ments H(K)i1...ıK ; j1..., jK that make iH (K) of the appropriate class
a vector subspace of u
((
L
K
))
following the discussion near
eqn. (12). Eqn. (106) provides conditions to completely de-
termine the structure of the admissible Hamiltonians.
Transposing symmetries have a more involved story. To
make progress, we rewrite eqn. (28) using eqn. (25) to obtain
H(K) =
N∑
R=K
AR,K
[
trR−K H˘(R)
]T
= (−1)K
[
H˘(K)
]T
+ (−1)K
N∑
R>K
1
(R − K)!
(
R!
K!
)2 [
trR−K H˘(R)
]T
(107)
We now define H(K)+ and H
(K)
− as
H(K)+ ≡ H(K) + (−1)K
[
H˘(K)
]T
H(K)− ≡ H(K) − (−1)K
[
H˘(K)
]T (108)
with H(K) = 12
(
H(K)+ + H
(K)
−
)
and (−1)K
[
H˘(K)
]T
=
1
2
(
H(K)+ −H(K)−
)
. With these definitions eqn. (25) becomes
H(K)− =
(−1)K
2
N∑
R>K
(−1)R
(R − K)!
(
R!
K!
)2 [
trR−K H(R)+ − trR−K H(R)−
]
.
(109)
Two points emerge from these considerations: (i) the trans-
posing symmetry condition eqn. (107) puts no constraint on
H(K)+ for any K, and (ii) for every K, H
(K)
− is solely determined
by R-body interactions terms where R > K. This implies that
the set of independent parameters of H is entirely determined
by H(K)+ for K from 0 to N. Further note that every H
(K)
+ be-
longs to a vector subspace of u
((
L
K
))
defined by H(K)− = 0,
which we call iH (K)+ . Since, iH (K) is made of objects of the
type 12
(
H(K)+ + H
(K)
−
)
where H(K)− is a “constant” determined
by eqn. (109), iH (K) = i2
(
H(K)+ + H
(K)
−
)
, is no longer a vec-
tor subspace of u
((
L
K
))
. In fact, iH (K) is an affine subspace of
u
((
L
K
))
whose dimension (as a manifold) is same as the sub-
space iH (K)+ .
These observations show that H in any class can be com-
pletely determined by starting from the N-body (highest
multi-body interaction) term in H which satisfies H(N)− = 0,
and recursively using eqn. (109) to determine H(K)− for K < N.
Again, for each K the equation H(K)− = 0 gives the sub-
space that defines iH (K)+ which then makes up the affine space
iH (K). The problem of finding the structure of H is then re-
duced solely to finding the subspace iH (K)+ for each K. In the
subsequent sections we shall demonstrate the determination
of this subspace H(N)− = 0 for the highest multi-body (N-body)
interaction in our system. Clearly, the same results will apply
mutatis mutandis to all K < N. Finally, we note that H(R) s
satisfy the identity
1
2
N∑
R>0
(−1)RR!
[
trR H(R)+ − trR H(R)−
]
= 0. (110)
In the next section we show how this is achieved for N = 2,
and generalize this to higher N in the subsequent sections. The
main results of this exercise are summarized in tables III and
IV.
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I. Structure of Two-body Hamiltonians
In this section we find the structure of two-body Hamilto-
nians in each class. This will serve as a precursor to our study
of a generic even N-body Hamiltonian. We define a strictly
two-body Hamiltonian as
H = Ψ†Ψ†H(2)ΨΨ, (111)
where ΨΨ is a notational short-hand for a column vector com-
prised of
(
L
2
)
distinct product terms of two fermionic annihila-
tion operators, written as
ΨΨ ≡

L−1

ψ1ψ2
...
ψ1ψL
L−2

ψ2ψ3
...
ψ3ψL
...
1
{
ψL−1ψL

. (112)
Henceforth, we will call these product terms as states. The
definition of ΨΨ also defines Ψ†Ψ† ≡(
(ψ1ψ2)† . . . (ψ1ψL)† (ψ2ψ3)† . . . (ψ2ψL)† . . . (ψL−1ψL)†
)
.
(113)
The preceding definitions are in the same spirit as our defini-
tion for the states in eqn. (4).
We can also write H(2) as (see eqn. (9))
(Ψ†)2H(2)(Ψ)2 =
∑
i1,i2, j1, j2
(ψi1ψi2 )
†H(2)i1,i2; j1, j2ψ j1ψ j2 (114)
Note here that although H(2) is a four indexed object,
fermionic anticommutation demands that it is a matrix of di-
mension
(
L
2
)
×
(
L
2
)
. As done in the case of one-body Hamil-
tonians we now construct the
(
L
2
)
×
(
L
2
)
canonical representa-
tions of the symmetry operations(U(2)T ,U
(2)
C ,U
(2)
S ) from their
one-body counterparts(see table I) and apply them to deter-
mine the structure of H(2).
Class A: This class has no symmetries, therefore any hermi-
tian matrix of dimension
(
L
2
)
×
(
L
2
)
belongs to this class.
Class AI:For the AI class we have UT = 1. Hence for this case,
T Ψ†T −1 = Ψ†UT = Ψ†
T ΨT −1 = U†TΨ = Ψ (115)
and for the two-body states (see eqn. (112) and eqn. (113)) we
have
T Ψ†Ψ†T −1 = Ψ†Ψ†
T ΨΨT −1 = ΨΨ, (116)
making U(2)T = 1. Time reversal symmetry implies the follow-
ing
H(2) =
[
H(2)
]∗
(117)
which puts H(2) in the class of real symmetric
(
L
2
)
×
(
L
2
)
matri-
ces. The dimension of this class is 12
(
L
2
) {(
L
2
)
+ 1
}
.
Class AII: For class AII we have canonical UT = J and
T Ψ†T −1 = Ψ†UT = Ψ†J
T ΨT −1 = U†TΨ = −JΨ. (118)
Also we had seen that for this case to be realizable L = 2M.
We can divide the 2M states as M states of flavor α and M of
flavor β. Explicitly these transform in the following way
T
(
ψ†1α . . . ψ
†
Mα ψ
†
1β . . . ψ
†
Mβ
)
T −1
=
(
−ψ†1β . . . − ψ†Mβ ψ†1α . . . ψ†Mα
)
T

ψ1α
...
ψMα
ψ1β
...
ψMβ

T −1 =

−ψ1β
...
−ψMβ
ψ1α
...
ψMα

(119)
implying,
T ψ†iαT
−1 = −ψ†iβ
T ψ†iβT
−1 = ψ†iα
T ψiαT
−1 = −ψiβ
T ψiβT
−1 = ψiα. (120)
Since ΨΨ is formed by the product of these one-body opera-
tors, its elements can be divided into the following three kinds
ΨΨ =

(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jα
M2
{
ψiαψ jβ
(M2 )
{
ψiβψ jβ
 . (121)
The number of states in each kind add upto
(
L
2
)
, i.e., 2
(
M
2
)
+
M2 = M(M − 1) + M2 = M(2M − 1) = L(L−1)2 =
(
L
2
)
. We find
the effect of the T operators on these states to be
T ΨΨT −1 = T

ψiαψ jα
ψiαψ jβ
ψiβψ jβ
T −1 =

ψiβψ jβ
−ψiβψ jα
ψiαψ jα
 =

ψiβψ jβ
ψ jαψiβ
ψiαψ jα
 .
(122)
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This suggests that we can re-organize the two-body basis into
“symmetric”(σ) and “antisymmetric”(pi) states as follows[54]

(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jα
M2
{
ψiαψ jβ
(M2 )
{
ψiβψ jβ
 −→

σ

(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jα + ψiβψ jβ
M
{
ψiαψiβ
(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jβ + ψ jαψiβ (i, j)
pi
(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jβ − ψ jαψiβ (i, j)
(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jα − ψiβψ jβ

.
(123)
Conveniently, in this way of organizing our Hilbert space, we
have
T σT −1 = σ
T piT −1 = −pi. (124)
Also note that M2 = 2
(
M
2
)
+ M.
It will be useful to mention here that the transformation
properties of these states under symmetry gives us the defini-
tions of “symmetric” and “antisymmetric” states. This termi-
nology will be used in later sections when the N-body Hamil-
tonians will be discussed. Note that the word “symmetric”
may not necessarily imply a “+” sign in the linear combina-
tion of its constituent states and vice-versa.
Armed with this, we look for the structure of H(2)
T Ψ†Ψ†H(2)ΨΨT −1 = Ψ†Ψ†H(2)ΨΨ
U(2)T
[
H(2)
]∗
U(2)†T = H
(2), (125)
where U(2)T in this new basis is obtained from eqn. (124) and
is given by [
U(2)T
]†
= 1P,Q, (126)
where P = 2
(
M
2
)
+ M and Q = 2
(
M
2
)
. Assuming,
H(2) =
 h(2)PP h(2)PQ[h(2)PQ]† h(2)QQ
 (127)
and implementing the condition in eqn. (125), we get the fol-
lowing constraints,
h(2)PP =
[
h(2)PP
]∗
, h(2)QQ =
[
h(2)QQ
]∗
, h(2)PQ = −
[
h(2)PQ
]∗
.(128)
This leads to total P(P+1)2 +
Q(Q+1)
2 +PQ independent parameters
in H(2), which is equal to dim iH (2)AII .
Class D: We now look at transposing symmetries of the
TL kind. The states transform according to eqn. (19) and
since class D has canonical UC = 1, we have
U Ψ†U −1 = ΨT
U ΨU −1 = (Ψ†)T (129)
which implies
U ψ†iU
−1 = ψi
U ψiU
−1 = ψ†i . (130)
Thus even for the two-body Hamiltonian the symmetry con-
dition(eqn. (21)) is
H(2) =
[
H(2)
]∗
, (131)
making H(2) a real symmetric matrix with 12
(
L
2
) {(
L
2
)
+ 1
}
pa-
rameters.
Class C: Class C comes with canonical UC = J and requires
L = 2M. The states transform as
U Ψ†U −1 = ΨTJ
U ΨU −1 = −J(Ψ†)T . (132)
Similar to class AII we label the states with α, β flavors and
find there transformations to be
Cψ†iαC
−1 = −ψiβ
Cψ†iβC
−1 = ψiα
CψiαC
−1 = −ψ†iβ
CψiβC
−1 = ψ†iα. (133)
However, unlike class AII, one must remember that here we
are dealing with a transposing symmetry. The two-body basis
in this case can be rearranged in the following manner

(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jα
M2
{
ψiαψ jβ
(M2 )
{
ψiβψ jβ
 −→

pi

(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jα + ψiβψ jβ
M
{
ψiαψiβ
(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jβ + ψ jαψiβ (i, j)
σ
(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jβ − ψ jαψiβ (i, j)
(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jα − ψiβψ jβ

.
(134)
The action of C symmetry on these states are
CσC −1 = σ†
C piC −1 = −pi†. (135)
From this we get 2
(
M
2
)
number of σ states and M2 number of
pi states. Imposing C symmetry on the Hamiltonian gives
: CΨ†Ψ†H(2)ΨΨC −1 : = Ψ†Ψ†H(2)ΨΨ
U(2)†C
[
H(2)
]∗
U(2)C = H
(2) (136)
where
U(2)C = −1P,Q (137)
and P = 2
(
M
2
)
+ M and Q = 2
(
M
2
)
. Denoting the internal
structure of H(2) with eqn. (127), the constraints turn out to be
same as eqn. (128). This again leads to P(P+1)2 +
Q(Q+1)
2 + PQ
independent parameters.
Class AIII: For transposing symmetries of the TA kind, we
know
: (UH U −1) : =H . (138)
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Class AIII has canonical US = 1p,q and
U Ψ†U −1 = ΨT1p,q
U ΨU −1 = 1p,q(Ψ†)T . (139)
Here, L = p + q. We label p-type states with α and the q-type
states with β and they transform as
U ψ†iαU
−1 = ψiα
U ψ†iβU
−1 = −ψiβ
U ψiαU
−1 = ψ†iα
U ψiβU
−1 = −ψ†iβ. (140)
The two-body states look like
ΨΨ =

(p2)
{
ψiαψ jα
pq
{
ψiαψ jβ
(q2)
{
ψiβψ jβ
 . (141)
Also note that
(
p
2
)
+ pq +
(
q
2
)
=
(
L
2
)
and
SΨΨS −1 = S

ψiαψ jα
ψiαψ jβ
ψiβψ jβ
S −1 =

−(ψiαψ jα)†
(ψiαψ jβ)†
−(ψiβψ jβ)†
 , (142)
which shows that terms with odd and even αs will transform
differently under the S symmetry. We reorganize the states
as 
ψiαψ jα
ψiαψ jβ
ψiβψ jβ
→

P
{
ψiαψ jβ
Q
ψiαψ jαψiβψ jβ
 , (143)
where P = pq and Q =
(
p
2
)
+
(
q
2
)
. Symmetry then demands
: SΨ†Ψ†H(2)ΨΨS −1 : = Ψ†Ψ†H(2)ΨΨ
U(2)†S H
(2)U(2)S = H
(2) (144)
where
U(2)S = 1P,Q. (145)
Using the structure ofH(2) as given in eqn. (127) and imposing
eqn. (144), the constraints come out as
h(2)PQ = 0, h
(2)
PP =
[
h(2)PP
]†
, h(2)QQ =
[
h(2)QQ
]†
. (146)
The off-diagonal blocks of H(2) are forced to be zero, which is
in contrast with structure of the one-body Hamiltonian in class
AIII(see table II). The number of independent parameters are
P2 + Q2.
Before delving into the classes BDI, CII, CI and DIII, we
bring to the attention of the reader that since all of them re-
spect the sublattice symmetry(S = 1), the Hamiltonian for all
four classes will be of the form
H(2) =
 h(2)PP 00 h(2)QQ
 . (147)
The presence of T = ±1 and C = ±1 symmetries will only put
constraints on the non-zero sub-blocks of H(2).
Class BDI: This class has US = 1p,q, UC = 1p,q,UT = 1.
Since time reversal symmetry operation has a canonical UT =
1, we now have additional conditions on the sub-blocks(see
eqn. (147)),
h(2)PP =
[
h(2)PP
]∗
, h(2)QQ =
[
h(2)QQ
]∗
. (148)
The number of independent parameters are P(P+1)2 +
Q(Q+1)
2 .
Class CII: Here,
UT =
 Jpp 0pq0qp Jqq
 , UC =
 −Jpp 0pq0qp Jqq
 , US = 1p,q .
(149)
Given sublattice symmetry, we have the structure of the
Hamiltonian as shown in eqn. (147). We also have p = 2r
and q = 2s. We label the p states as αp and βp both of which
run from 1 . . . r. Similarly the q states can be labeled with αq
and βq, each running from 1 . . . s. Transformations of these
new flavors under symmetry are
T ψiαpT
−1 = −ψiβp
T ψiβpT
−1 = ψiαp
T ψiαqT
−1 = −ψiβq
T ψiβqT
−1 = ψiαq . (150)
The P = pq = 4rs states can be rearranged as
rs
{
ψiαpψ jαq
rs
{
ψiαpψ jβq
rs
{
ψiβpψ jαq
rs
{
ψiβpψ jβq

−→

σ
rs
{
ψiαpψ jαq + ψiβpψ jβq
rs
{
ψiαpψ jβq − ψiβpψ jαq
pi
rs
{
ψiαpψ jαq − ψiβpψ jβq
rs
{
ψiαpψ jβq + ψiβpψ jαq
 .
(151)
Remembering that Q =
(
p
2
)
+
(
q
2
)
, both the
(
p
2
)
and
(
q
2
)
states can
also be organized into symmetric and antisymmetric states.
For example rearrangement of the
(
p
2
)
states leads to

(r2)
{
ψiαpψ jαp
r2
{
ψiαpψ jβp
(r2)
{
ψiβpψ jβp
 −→

σ

(r2)
{
ψiαpψ jαp + ψiβpψ jβp
r
{
ψiαpψiβp
(r2)
{
ψiαpψ jβp + ψ jαpψiβp (i, j)
pi
(r2)
{
ψiαpψ jβp − ψ jαpψiβp (i, j)
(r2)
{
ψiαpψ jαp − ψiβpψ jβp

,
(152)
which transform as
T σT −1 = σ
T piT −1 = −pi. (153)
It is interesting to note that this rearrangement of the states do
not mix the P and Q blocks.
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The two-body U(2)T can now be written as
U(2)T =
 1A,B 00 1C,D
 (154)
where A = 2rs and B = 2rs, C = r2 + s2 and D = 2
(
r
2
)
+ 2
(
s
2
)
.
Imposing symmetry demands
T Ψ†Ψ†H(2)ΨΨT −1 = Ψ†Ψ†H(2)ΨΨ
U(2)T
[
H(2)
]∗
U(2)†T = H
(2), (155)
and h(2)PP, h
(2)
QQ remain decoupled. Writing
h(2)PP =
 h(2)AA h(2)AB[h(2)AB]† h(2)BB
 (156)
and implementing the above conditions, we get the following
constraints
h(2)AA =
[
h(2)AA
]∗
, h(2)BB =
[
h(2)BB
]∗
, h(2)AB = −
[
h(2)AB
]∗
. (157)
This leads to total A(A+1)2 +
B(B+1)
2 +AB independent parameters.
Similarly setting
h(2)QQ =
 h(2)CC h(2)CD[h(2)CD]† h(2)DD
 (158)
and implementing the symmetry conditions, we get the fol-
lowing constraints
h(2)CC =
[
h(2)CC
]∗
, h(2)DD =
[
h(2)DD
]∗
, h(2)CD = −
[
h(2)CD
]∗
,(159)
leading to C(C+1)2 +
D(D+1)
2 + CD independent parameters for
this part of the Hamiltonian.
Class CI: This class arises with
UT = F, UC = −J, US = 1p,q. (160)
Sublattice symmetry already implies a structure of Hamilto-
nian as given in eqn. (147). Also we have P = M2 and
Q = 2
(
M
2
)
. States can be re-organized as

M2
{
ψiαψ jβ
(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jα
(M2 )
{
ψiβψ jβ
 −→

σ
{
(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jβ − ψ jαψiβ (i, j)
pi
(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jβ + ψ jαψiβ (i, j)
M
{
ψiαψiβ
σ
{
(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jα + ψiβψ jβ
pi
{
(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jα − ψiβψ jβ

.
(161)
Again both the sectors get decoupled and are symmetric and
antisymmetric under time reversal. The remaining analysis
follows closely the one for class CII with the appropriate re-
placements of A =
(
M
2
)
, B =
(
M
2
)
+ M, C =
(
M
2
)
and D =
(
M
2
)
.
Class DIII: This one possesses
UT = J, UC = F, US = 1p,q , (162)
and L = 2M. States can again be reorganized as symmetric
and antisymmetric under time reversal as follows

M2
{
ψiαψ jβ
(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jα
(M2 )
{
ψiβψ jβ
 −→

σ
(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jβ + ψ jαψiβ (i, j)
M
{
ψiαψiβ
pi
{
(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jβ − ψ jαψiβ (i, j)
σ
{
(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jα + ψiβψ jβ
pi
{
(M2 )
{
ψiαψ jα − ψiβψ jβ

.
(163)
Yet again both the sectors get decoupled and are symmetric
and antisymmetric under the time reversal. Rest of the anal-
ysis proceeds along the same lines as class CII and CI with
A =
(
M
2
)
+ M, B =
(
M
2
)
, C =
(
M
2
)
and D =
(
M
2
)
.
J. N-body Interacting Hamiltonians
We now determine the structure of a N-body Hamiltonian
of the generic form (see eqn. (9)),
H (N) =
∑
i1,i2...,iN
j1, j2... jN
(ψi1ψi2 . . . ψiN )
†H(N)i1,i2...,iN ; j1, j2... jNψ j1ψ j2 . . . ψ jN .
(164)
As discussed in section section H, this is the key ingredient to
determine the structure of H in eqn. (13). A basis of
(
L
N
)
states
is required to describe H (N). We find that structure determi-
nation of H (N) depends on whether N is odd or even. In the
next subsection we focus on the cases when N is odd followed
by the subsection for N even. In both cases, the strategy is to
use table I to find a canonical representation of a symmetry
operation U(N), which then aids in finding the final structure
of H(N).
1. Structure of H(N) for N odd
Class A: This class has no symmetries and the only condition
imposed on the Hamiltonian is
H(N) =
[
H(N)
]†
. (165)
The Hamiltonian has
{(
L
N
)}2
independent parameters.
Class AI: The implementation of the time reversal demands
H(N) =
[
H(N)
]∗
. (166)
Hence the number of independent parameters are
1
2
(
L
N
) [(
L
N
)
+ 1
]
.
Class AII:Given the conditions, as in (120), we know L = 2M.
There are M α and M β states. A generic many-body state has
the form
αaβN−a ≡ ψiα1 . . . ψiαa︸       ︷︷       ︸
a
ψ jβ1 . . . ψ jβN−a︸          ︷︷          ︸
N−a
. (167)
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This state transforms in the following way,
T αaβN−aT −1 = βaαN−a(−1)a = αN−aβa(−1)a(N−a+1)
= (−1)aαN−aβa. (168)
The last equality uses the fact that N is odd. Using this we
form two kinds of states, where one is made of even number
of αs(≡ Eα) and the other with odd (≡ Oα), having
dim Oα =
N∑
a=1,3...
(
M
a
)(
M
N − a
)
=
1
2
(
2M
N
)
dim Eα =
N−1∑
a=0,2...
(
M
a
)(
M
N − a
)
=
1
2
(
2M
N
)
. (169)
These new states transform conveniently as
T OαT −1 = −Eα
T EαT −1 = Oα (170)
which overall gives the following transformation
T Ψ . . .ΨT −1 = −J(N)Ψ . . .Ψ (171)
where J(N) is the N-body version of J(defined in (46)), but now
with dimensions
(
L
N
)
. This tells us that the Hamiltonian trans-
forms as the one-body case discussed near eqn. (95). How-
ever, the dimension now is given by, dimH (N)AII = P2 + 2 ×
P(P−1)
2 , where P =
1
2
(
2M
N
)
.
Class D: In this class the transformation of ψs are shown in
eqn. (130). The Hamiltonian satisfies
: CH (N)C −1 : =H (N). (172)
This implies, −[H(N)]∗ = H(N), with the number of indepen-
dent parameters being P(P−1)2 , where P =
(
L
N
)
.
Class C: Using the transformations for the fermionic opera-
tors given in eqn. (133), we find out that Oα and Eα transform
as
COαC −1 = (−1) N+12 (Eα)†
C EαC −1 = (−1) N−12 (Oα)†. (173)
Therefore as discussed near eqn. (96), we again have U(N)C ∝
J(N). Hence the Hamiltonian satisfies the same condition as
the single-body case, with the dimension dimH (N)C = P2 + 2×
P(P+1)
2 = P(2P + 1) where P =
1
2
(
2M
N
)
.
Class AIII: Given the conditions for Class AIII (eqn. (140))
where p and q states are labeled by α and β, the states trans-
form according to
SOαS −1 = (−1) N−12 (Oα)†
S EαS −1 = (−1) N+12 (Eα)† , (174)
having
dim Oα =
N∑
a=1,3...
(
p
a
)(
q
N − a
)
= P
dim Eα =
N−1∑
a=0,2...
(
p
a
)(
q
N − a
)
= Q. (175)
Therefore U(N)S ∝ 1P,Q as we had seen in the one-body case
(see near eqn. (97)). This implies that just like the one-body
case, the diagonal blocks of H(N) will be constrained to be
zero (see eqn. (98)) forcing the structure of the Hamiltonian
to be
H(N) =
 0PP h(N)PQ[h(N)PQ]† 0QQ
. (176)
This gives the number of independent parameters as
dimH (N)AIII = 2PQ.
We again bring to attention of the reader that from here on-
wards and until the end of this subsection all the classes have
sublattice symmetry and therefore their respective Hamiltoni-
ans will always posses the above form.
Class BDI: The time reversal symmetry implementation on
the class AIII, demands H(N) to be real (see eqn. (176)) and
therefore, the dimH (N)BDI = PQ.
Class CII: The transformation of states is given by eqn. (150),
and in this class we have p = 2r, q = 2s. We now show how
these affect the P and Q states. The general structure of any
state is of the form
ψiαp1 . . . ψiαpc︸          ︷︷          ︸
c
ψiβp1 . . . ψiβpa−c︸           ︷︷           ︸
a−c︸                              ︷︷                              ︸
a
ψ jαq1 . . . ψ jαqd︸          ︷︷          ︸
d
ψ jβq1 . . . ψ jβqN−a−d︸              ︷︷              ︸
N−a−d︸                                  ︷︷                                  ︸
N−a
.
(177)
Given sublattice symmetry and the fact that αp ↔ βp, αq ↔
βq under time reversal, the transformed states still live within
their respective blocks. Therefore they do not change the con-
straints put on the Hamiltonian due to sublattice symmetry and
hence preserve the structure of the Hamiltonian appearing in
eqn. (176).
To see this more clearly, we write the above state schemat-
ically and find that it transforms under T as
αpcβpa−cαqdβqN−a−d
T−→
(−1)cαpa−cβpaαqN−a−dβqd ; a odd(−1)dαpa−cβpaαqN−a−dβqd ; a even .
(178)
Therefore the odd-even structure of a is still preserved. On
further substructuring of states into odd(even)-number of αp
≡ Oαp (Eαp ) and odd(even)-number of αq ≡ Oαq (Eαq ) within
each P and Q block, we find that T symmetry acts on them
as
 P
{
Oα
Q
{
Eα
 −→

1
 P2
Eαp OαqEαp Eαq
2
 P2
Oαp OαqOαp Eαq
3
 Q2
Oαp EαqEαp Eαq
4
 Q2
Oαp OαqEαp Oαq

T−→

2
Oαp OαqOαp Eαq
−1
−Eαp Oαq−Eαp Eαq
4
Oαp OαqEαp Oαq
−3
−Oαp Eαq−Eαp Eαq

.
(179)
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Hence U(N)T takes the same form as in the one-body case (see
eqn. (71)) which is
U(N)T =
 JPP 0PQ0QP JQQ
 . (180)
The structure of Hamiltonian then follows from the one-body
case discussed near eqn. (100) with the number of indepen-
dent parameters given by dimH (N)CII = PQ.
Class CI: The presence of sublattice symmetry enforces that
the Hamiltonian has a off-diagonal structure (see eqn. (176))
with dimension P = Q = 12
(
2M
N
)
. As we have seen, UT in this
case is F (see eqn. (75)), and converts α ↔ β and vice-versa,
therefore the transformation is
T OαT −1 = Eα
T EαT −1 = Oα. (181)
Hence U(N)T is F
(N)(a generalized version of F defined in (74)
but with dimension
(
L
N
)
) and the constraint on H(N) is same as
that shown in eqn. (104) but with M replaced with P. The dim
ofH (N)CI is P(P + 1).
Class DIII: For this class, UT = J (see eqn. (76)) and states
transform as
T ψiαT
−1 = −ψiβ
T ψiβT
−1 = ψiα. (182)
The odd and even α states transform in the following way
T OαT −1 = −Eα
T EαT −1 = Oα. (183)
Therefore U(N)T = J
(N) with matrix dimension P. The con-
straints on the Hamiltonian is same as that shown in eqn. (105)
but now with dimH (N)DIII = P(P − 1), where P = 12
(
2M
N
)
. The
generic structure of H(N) for N-odd is summarized and tabu-
lated in table IV.
2. Structure of H(N) for N even
Class A: This class has no symmetries and the only condition
that applies is H(N) =
[
H(N)
]†
. The Hamiltonian therefore has{(
L
N
)}2
independent parameters.
Class AI: As is in the case of N-odd, this class only enforces
the condition H(N) = [H(N)]∗ and the number of independent
parameters are 12
(
L
N
) {(
L
N
)
+ 1
}
.
Class AII: Given the conditions in eqn. (120), we know L =
2M. There are M α and M β states. Note that given N is even,
we can reorganize states into symmetric and antisymmetric
states (like in two-body case, see eqn. (123)). The transfor-
mation on a generic state (see eqn. (167)) is given by
T αaβN−aT −1 = αN−aβa. (184)
Therefore symmetric and antisymmetric states can be made
by linearly combining, αaβN−a and αN−aβa with a ± sign.
Note that pi and σ don’t contain the same number of states.
The state α N
2
β N
2
(with same orbital labels) goes back to itself
without any sign change under transformation and therefore
is a symmetric state. Then dimensions of symmetric(σ) and
antisymmetric(pi) states are
dimσ =
1
2
{(
L
N
)
+
(
M
N/2
)}
= P
dim pi =
1
2
{(
L
N
)
−
(
M
N/2
)}
= Q (185)
and U(N)T = 1P,Q. The structure of the Hamiltonian in this basis
is given by
H(N) =
 h(N)PP h(N)PQ[h(N)PQ]† h(N)QQ
 (186)
with symmetry conditions being
T Ψ†Ψ†H(N)ΨΨT −1 = Ψ†Ψ†H(N)ΨΨ
U(N)T
[
H(N)
]∗
U(N)†T = H
(N). (187)
This imposes the following constraints,
h(N)PP =
[
h(N)PP
]∗
, h(N)QQ =
[
h(N)QQ
]∗
, h(N)PQ = −
[
h(N)PQ
]∗
.(188)
The total number of independent parameters are P(P+1)2 +
Q(Q+1)
2 + PQ. This general formula reduces to the specific
two-body case discussed above by substituting N = 2.
Class D: For this class the transformation of ψs are deter-
mined by eqn. (130). The constraint on the Hamiltonian is
then
[
H(N)
]∗
= H(N), which is same as that for Class AI.
Class C: The symmetric (σ) and antisymmetric states (pi) are
again linear combinations of αaβN−a and αN−aβa with a ± sign.
However depending on the value of N, the + linear combina-
tion may transform under the C symmetry with a − sign and
therefore be an antisymmetric state by definition. In general a
state will transform as
αaβN−a
C−→ (−1)N/2(αN−aβa)†. (189)
With the definition
P =
1
2
{(
L
N
)
+
(
M
N/2
)}
Q =
1
2
{(
L
N
)
−
(
M
N/2
)}
, (190)
the dimensions of symmetric and antisymmetric states now
are
dimσ =
P ; N/2 evenQ ; odd
dim pi =
Q ; N/2 evenP ; odd . (191)
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Therefore U(N)C = (−1)N/21P,Q. The structure of the Hamilto-
nian is again constrained in the same way as we had seen in
the eqn. (186) and eqn. (188).
Class AIII: Given the conditions for Class AIII (eqn. (140))
where p and q states are labeled by α and β, we look at the
transformation of Eα and Oα states introduced near eqn. (167),
SOαS −1 = (−1) N2 −1O†α
S EαS −1 = (−1) N2 E†α. (192)
The dimensions are given by,
dim Oα =
N−1∑
a=1,3,...
(
p
a
)(
q
N − a
)
= P
dim Eα =
N∑
a=0,2,...
(
p
a
)(
q
N − a
)
= Q
,
and U(N)S = (−1)
N
2 −11P,Q. This imposes the condition that off-
diagonal blocks in eqn. (186) are now zero and the indepen-
dent parameters, which are P2 + Q2 in number, belong to the
diagonal blocks.
The following classes discussed in this subsection all have
sublattice symmetry and the form of the Hamiltonian in each
class will satisfy
H(N) =
 h(N)PP 0PQ0QP h(N)QQ
 (193)
Class BDI: Apart from the implementation of the sublattice
symmetry as in the previous section, time reversal operation
for this class is just U(N)T = 1 and therefore just demands h
(N)
PP
and h(N)QQ to be real. The number of independent parameters
are P(P+1)2 +
Q(Q+1)
2 .
Class CII: This class requires that p = 2r and q = 2s. Impo-
sition of sublattice symmetry breaks the basis into blocks Oα
and Eα of dimensions given in eqn. (193). Now the α states are
made of two varieties αp and βp. While the β states are made
of αq and βq. The time-reversal symmetry converts αp ↔ βp
and αq ↔ βq states. Therefore one can make symmetric and
antisymmetric combinations. The transformations under T
are given in eqn. (150). Now let us discuss the Oα states. Di-
mension of Oα states is P and is comprised of following kinds
of states
1
Eαp EαqOαp Oαq
2
Oαp EαqEαp Oαq

T−→

1
Oαp OαqEαp Eαq
2
−Eαp Oαq−Oαp Eαq
 . (194)
Hence the number of symmetric states(≡ A) and number of
antisymmetric states(≡ B) equals P/2 within the P block (see
table III).
A typical Eα state transforms under T as
αpcβpa−cαqdβqN−a−d
T−→ αpa−cβpcαqN−a−dβqd, (195)
using which symmetric(σ) and antisymmetric(pi) combina-
tions can again be formed. For each a, the total number of
states (σ + pi) are,(
p
a
)(
q
N − a
)
=
∑
c,d
(
r
c
)(
r
a − c
)(
s
d
)(
s
N − a − d
)
. (196)
The number of symmetric and antisymmetric states are equal
except when c = a2 and d =
N−a
2 which gives individual counts
of symmetric and antisymmetric states as
σa =
1
2
{(
p
a
)(
q
N − a
)
+
(
r
a
2
)(
s
N−a
2
)}
pia =
1
2
{(
p
a
)(
q
N − a
)
−
(
r
a
2
)(
s
N−a
2
)}
. (197)
This brings the total symmetric(C) and antisymmetric(D)
states in the Q block to be
C =
N∑
a=0,2,...
σa D =
N∑
a=0,2,...
pia. (198)
The structure of the Hamiltonian for the Oα states is simi-
lar to the AII case with (P,Q) of AII replaced with (A, B) re-
spectively. Likewise, replacing (P,Q) with (C,D) gives us the
Hamiltonian structure for Eα states(see table III). The number
of independent parameters are
A(A + 1)
2
+
B(B + 1)
2
+ AB
+
C(C + 1)
2
+
D(D + 1)
2
+ CD . (199)
Class CI: In this class, L = 2M. Imposition of sublattice sym-
metry again breaks the basis states into two blocks P and Q
with dimensions as seen in eqn. (193). It can be seen that
αaβN−a → (−1)aαN−aβa. A state having a as odd(even) be-
longs to the P(Q) block. Therefore symmetric and antisym-
metric states can again be constructed. Given N2 is an even in-
teger, then the number of symmetric and antisymmetric states
which can be formed using states of the P(Q) block will be
equal(unequal). This makes the P,Q Hamiltonian blocks take
the structure of the Hamiltonian for the case CII with
A =
P
2
C =
1
2
{
Q +
(
M
N/2
)}
B =
P
2
D =
1
2
{
Q −
(
M
N/2
)}
. (200)
Where as, for N/2 odd the number of symmetric and anti-
symmetric states become unequal(equal) leading to the same
Hamiltonian structure(also see table III) as before but with
A =
1
2
{
P −
(
M
N/2
)}
C =
Q
2
B =
1
2
{
P +
(
M
N/2
)}
D =
Q
2
. (201)
The expression for total number of independent parameters is
same as Class CII.
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Class DIII: The reasoning for DIII class is similar to CI with
the crucial distinction that αaβN−a → αN−aβa. This distinction
readjusts the number of symmetric and antisymmetric states
in P,Q blocks. The similarities between the two classes gives
us the same cases depending on the oddness and evenness of
N/2, however now with minor changes in the formulae for di-
mensions of the A−D sub-blocks of P,Q, which now become
A =
P/2P
2 +
(
M
N/2
) B = P/2 ; N/2 evenP
2 −
(
M
N/2
)
; odd
C =
Q2 +
(
M
N/2
)
Q/2
D =
Q2 −
(
M
N/2
)
; N/2 even
Q/2 ; odd
. (202)
The structure of Hamiltonian remains same as discussed for
class CI with the expression for total number of independent
parameters given by eqn. (199). The generic structure of H(N)
for N-even is summarized and tabulated in table III.
K. Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have revisited the tenfold scheme of classi-
fication of fermions with the aim of studying interacting sys-
tems. We have endeavored to provide a simple and direct ap-
proach that makes clear the underlying physical content even
while not being tied to the single particle picture. The canon-
ical representation of symmetries in each of the ten classes
(see table I) not only allows to obtain the structures of Hamil-
tonians in each class, but also provides some crucial physical
insights into the nature of the symmetry operations. For ex-
ample, our discussion of the symmetry operations in type 3
classes reveals a physical view of the interplay between the
sublattice symmetry with other symmetries. For example, in
the chiral classes with T = C (BDI, CII) both time reversal
and charge conjugation operation leaves the sublattice flavor
unchanged, while for T = −C (DIII, CI) the time reversal
and charge conjugation operation flips the sublattice flavor.
Furthermore, the results of our group cohomological consid-
erations(section F) brings in crucial insights into the results
of table I. From the perspective of interacting fermions, ta-
bles III and IV contain the key results on the structures of
the N-body Hamiltonians in each class. We believe that the
results will be useful to construct models for interacting sys-
tems in various classes, studies of which could be used to de-
velop deeper understanding and phenomenology that can aid
reaching the ultimate goal – the topological classification of
interacting fermionic systems. Finally, not the least, our anal-
ysis provides a natural way to reveal the geometric structure
of the time evolution operator (see eqn. (91)) in systems with
N-body interactions. It is clear that Cartan’s symmetric spaces
make their appearance again.
We conclude the paper by pointing out another very ac-
tive area of condensed matter physics where our results would
be of value – many body localization and thermalization[55].
Our results can be used, again, to create models in any
symmetry class with arbitrary disorder in the kinetic energy
(quadratic Hamiltonian) or any N-body interaction. In fact,
tables III and IV can be used to generate random matrix en-
sembles that can create models with different physical con-
tent which can be used to investigate outstanding issues in that
area.
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1. Appendix: List of symbols
N Hamiltonian contains upto N-body interaction terms. First appearance in sec A, page 1.
L No. of orbitals. First appearance in sec A, page 2.
|i〉 One-particle state. First appearance in sec B, page 2.
|0〉 Vacuum state. First appearance in sec B, page 2.
ψi, ψ
†
i Annihilation and creation operators for the i-th orbital. First appearance in sec B, page 2.
Ψ Row matrix of ψi. First appearance in eqn. (4), page 2.
Ψ† Column matrix of ψ†i . First appearance in eqn. (4), page 2.
R Matrix for basis transformation of Ψ. First appearance in sec B, page 2.
Ψ˜ Basis transformed Ψ. First appearance in eqn. (5), page 2.
NP Number of particles. First appearance in sec B, page 3.
VNP Vector space of NP-particle states. First appearance in sec B, page 3.
V Hilbert-Fock space of the system. First appearance in eqn. (7), page 3.
H The Hamiltonian operator. First appearance in eqn. (8), page 3.
H(K) Matrix for K-body interaction Hamiltonian. First appearance in eqn. (8), page 3.
H(K)i1i2...iK ; j1 j2... jK Matrix elements of H
(K). First appearance in eqn. (9), page 3.
H (K) Vector space of N-body interaction Hamiltonians. First appearance in sec B, page 3.
i i =
√−1. First appearance in sec B, page 3.
u() Lie algebra of unitary group. First appearance in eqn. (12), page 3.
U () Unitary Lie group. First appearance in sec B, page 3.
H = (H(0), ..,H(N)) (N + 1)-tuple Hamiltonian “vector”. First appearance in eqn. (13), page 3.
U Symmetry operator. First appearance in sec C 1, page 3.
U USL Symmetry operator for usual(USL) symmetries. First appearance in eqn. (16), page 4.
U USL Matrix associated with U USL. First appearance in eqn. (17), page 4.
I Identity operator onV. First appearance in sec C 1, page 4.
U TRN Symmetry operator for transposing(TRN) symmetries. First appearance in eqn. (18), page 4.
|Ω〉 Fully filled state. First appearance in sec C 1, page 4.
U TRN Matrix associated with U TRN. First appearance in eqn. (19), page 4.
UL,UA,TL,TA Usual Linear, Usual Antilinear, Transposing Linear and Transposing Antilinear type of symmetry operations.
First appearance in sec C 1, page 4.
: : Normal ordering operation. First appearance in eqn. (21), page 4.
H˚ Symmetry transformed H. First appearance in eqn. (22), page 4.
H˘(K) Intermediate quantity generated when H maps to H˚ under symmetry operation. First appearance in sec C 2, page 4.
27
trP Tracing out operation of P indices. Defined in eqn. (26), page 5.
AR,K Combinatorial factor generated when tracing over R − K indices of H˘(R). Defined in eqn. (27), page 5.
GV Group of all symmetry operations ofV. First appearance in sec C 3, page 5.
GULV ,G
UA
V ,G
TL
V ,G
TA
V Set of all UL ,UA ,TL ,TA type symmetry operations. First appearance in eqn. (29), page 5.
K4 Klein 4-group. First appearance in sec C 3, page 5. Defined in eqn. (78), page 9.
Iθ eiθN . Defined in eqn. (32), page 5.
N Number operator. Defined in eqn. (33), page 5.
T ,C ,S Time-reversal, charge-conjugation and sublattice operators. First appearance in sec D, page 6.
T,C,S are equal to ±1, 0 or 1, describing signature of the T ,C ,S symmetries. First appearance in sec E 1, page 6.
UT Unitary matrices associated with T operator. Defined in eqn. (40), page 7.
UC Unitary matrices associated with C operator. Defined in eqn. (41), page 7.
US Unitary matrices associated withS operator. Defined in eqn. (42), page 7.
1 L × L unit matrix. First appearance in eqn. (44), page 7.
U˜T Basis transformed UT. Defined in eqn. (44), page 7.
M M = L/2, when L is even. First appearance in eqn. (46), page 7.
J Matrix of dimension L of the form
 0MM 1MM−1MM 0MM
. Defined in eqn. (46), page 7.
K Complex conjugation operation. Defined in eqn. (48), page 7.
p, q Labels for indices of sub-blocks of U of various symmetry operators. Also indicates the label for states making up the
blocks, together they form L states. First appearance in eqn. (64), page 8.
r, s Half of p, q when they are even. First appearance in sec E 5, page 9.
F Matrix of dimension L of the form
 0MM 1MM1MM 0MM
. Defined in eqn. (74), page 9.
I,Θ,Ξ,Σ Group elements of K4 denoting identity, time reversal, charge conjugation and sublattice symmetry operations. First
appearance in eqn. (78), page 9.
G Abstract symmetry group of GFS. First appearance in sec F, page 9.
ZT2 ZT2 = {I,Θ}, sub-group of K4. First appearance in sec F, page 9.
ZC2 ZC2 = {I,Ξ}, sub-group of K4. First appearance in sec F, page 9.
ZS2 ZS2 = {I,Σ}, sub-group of K4. First appearance in sec F, page 9.
D(.) C valued matrices representing elements of G group. Defined in eqn. (79), page 10.
g` Group element of G. First appearance in sec F, page 10.
ω(g1, g2) 2-cocylces or Schur multipliers. First appearance in sec F, page 10.
ωg Short form for action of the group element g on an element of U(1). First appearance in eqn. (81), page 10.
{[ω]} Set of equivalence classes of Shur multipliers. First appearance in sec F, page 10.
H2ϕ(U(1),G) The second cohomology group. First appearance in sec F, page 10.
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J2 2 × 2 version of J. Defined in eqn. (87), page 11.
F2 2 × 2 version of F. First appearance in sec F 3, page 12.
USchro¨d(t) Scho¨dinger time evolution operator. Defined in eqn. (91), page 12.
o() Lie algebra of the group of orthogonal matrices. First appearance in sec G, page 12.
O() Group of orthogonal matrices. First appearance in sec G, page 12.
usp() Lie algebra of the group of symplectic matrices. First appearance in sec G, page 12.
USp() Symplectic group. First appearance in sec G, page 12.
H(K)+ ,H
(K)
− Decompositions of H(K). Defined in eqn. (108), page 14.
α, β Labels the p, q type of states respectively. First appearance in sec I, page 15.
σ, pi “symmetric” and “antisymmetric” states. Defined in eqn. (123), page 18.
Eα,Eαp ,Eαq A state made of even number of α, αp, αq states respectively. First appearance in sec J 1, page 21.
Oα,Oαp ,Oαq A state made of odd number of α, αp, αq states respectively. First appearance in sec J 1, page 21.
P,Q, A, B,C,D Dimensions of various matrix blocks making up the parent many-body Hamiltonian matrix.
J(N) N-body version of J defined in eqn. (46). First appearance in sec J 1, page 21.
F(N) N-body version of F defined in eqn. (74). First appearance in sec J 1, page 22.
